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Introduction
“The Gothic originated in the transition from feudal economies based on land ownership
and patrilineal property rights to bourgeois capitalism, registering in its phantasmagoria the
medieval affects and remnants not wholly incorporated into the ‘modern’ regime of commodity
relations,” argues Sharae Deckard, mustering literary ecocriticism for the analysis of postmodern
and postcolonial spectral writings by pointing out capitalism’s “inexorable logic of accumulation
[that] creates a metabolic rift between society and nature, severing basic processes of natural
reproduction and forcing periodic reorganizations of nature-social relations, which never heal the
rift, but merely intensify it.”1 In her view gothic literature, as a literary form, reflects “the socialecological contradictions of capitalism,”2 and thus can be studied as a symptom or barometer of the
global cultural crisis. As will be demonstrated below, contemporary ghostlore features the (future)
afterlife of animate matter — an entity unable to communicate its secrets or failures in a language
humans are willing or able to decode - under the condition of massive technological interventions
into the planet’s natural rhythm of regeneration.3 The study of this condition pertains to the concept
of the Anthropocene, which has been developed since 2000 to steer academic research on human
activity “affecting the evolution of the earth system in its geological, hydrological, bio-geochemical
and atmospheric realms.”4 According to scientific data, it extends over a period of roughly three
hundred years, but gained momentum during the past fifty years when unprecedented ecosystem
changes were registered. Its representatives argue that natural forces operate interdependently with
human agency and yet beyond human control, as exemplified in the recently experienced disasters
attributed to global warming. Supplementing the warnings and admonishments of concerned
scholars of climate change, Bonnie Mann’s notion of sublime grief adds a gendered, psychologyand aesthetics-based dimension to the experience of these external factors, linking this specific
type of sublime experience, negative pleasure,5 with both European cultural history and planetary
connectivity. Clark contends that human environmental abuse could gratuituosly be ignored,
concealed or overwritten by the pre-Anthropocenic cultural forms, because only recently the agency
of nonhuman things — “drought, flooding, disease, accompanied by changed or damaged plant and

1

Sharae Deckard, “‘Uncanny States’: Global Eco-Gothic and the World-Ecology in Rana Dasgupta’s Tokyo
Cancelled,” in EcoGothic, ed. Andrew Smith and William Hughes (Manchester: Manchester University Press,
2013), 180.

2

Ibid., 178.

3

See the special issue “Global and Postcolonial Ecologies,” Green Letters. Studies in Ecocriticism 16.1 (2012).

4

Marion Glaser et al., eds., Human-Nature Interactions in the Anthropocene: Potentials of Social-Ecological
Systems Analysis (New York: Routledge, 2012), 6.

5

Vijay Mishra, The Gothic Sublime. SUNY Series on the Sublime (Albany: State University of New York Press,
1994), 227.
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animal ecologies”6 — acquired a tendentious readability as revolt against human irrational activity.
In other words, the lethal consequences of climate change and environmental degradation, together
with the deconstruction of anthropocentric thought, “naturally” come to the fore as key issues in
literary narratives when the impact of Anthropocenic demolition becomes a matter of internal as
much as external responses. As a consequence, environmental justice activism and scientific calls
for new forms of solidarity are reconceptualized in the notion of eco-cosmopolitanism, that should
“link experiences of local endangerment to a sense of planet that encompasses both human and
nonhuman worlds.”7
Implied in this ecological reconceptualization of solidarity in modern civilizations is a
critique of the ideological foreclosing of traditional realms of transcendence through processes of
secularization in pursuit of the most profitable exploitation of planetary resources from the point of
view of historical and philosophical knowledge.8 Concurrently, Mann’s notion of environmental grief
vis-à-vis the planet’s vanishing species and landscapes accounts for this malpractice and allows for
cross linkage with related conceptual extensions, such as the environmentalization of the Freudian
unconscious, whereby it is defined as a common id-entity in the broadest possible sense. This outlook
prompts humankind to perceive itself as no more than one of the planet’s myriad species who are
all connected in their metabolic relationship with the natural world.9 The neoliberal capitalist myth
of profit-maximization conceals this fact while producing the symptoms of an epidemic psychosis,
it is argued:
While sex and violence continue to smolder in the depths of minds that do reside in human
heads, the anguish of what I will call the “ecological unconscious” has emerged in our time as a
deeper imbalance. At this level, we discover a repression that weighs upon our inherited sense of
loyalty to the planet that mothered the human mind into existence. If psychosis is the attempt to
live a lie, the epidemic psychosis of our time is the lie of believing we have no ethical obligation to
our planetary home.10

In accordance with a cluster of ideas theorizing the relationship between haunted communities
6

Timothy Clark, editorial to Oxford Literary Review 34.2 (December 2012): vi.

7

Ursula K. Heise, Sense of Place and Sense of Planet: The Environmental Imagination of the Global (New York,
NY: Oxford University Press, 2008), 159.

8

Pheng Cheah, “Capitalizing Humanity: The Global Disposition of People and Things,” in Shelly Feldman,
Charles Geisler, and Gayatri Menon, eds., Accumulating Insecurity: Violence and Dispossession in the Making
of Everyday Life (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2011), 298-319; Pheng Cheah, Inhuman Conditions:
On Cosmopolitanism and Human Rights (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2006); Prasenjit Duara,
“Sustainability and the Crisis of Transcendence: The Long View from Asia,” accessed January 20, 2014,
http://www.ari.nus.edu.sg/events_categorydetails.asp?categoryid=8&eventid=1207.

9

Theodore Roszak, The Voice of the Earth (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1992).

10 Ibid., 13.
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and the cultural crisis of the Anthropocene, it may not be unjustified to speak of a spectral turn11
in global cultural production since the 1980s, and to conclude that these eco-gothic ghosts haunt
contemporary societies as symptoms of a moral transgression which both embraces cultural (including
national, gender and class) identities and reaches beyond them, effectively transnationalizing
the gothic horror of repressed pasts. Under these circumstances it seems timely to link aesthetic
responses to the neoliberal capitalist world system’s impact to the global cultural crisis which is
reflected simultaneoulsy on several, mutually overlapping conceptual planes: first, the architectural
features and spatial extensions of the postcolonial city, which caused a mnemonic crisis; second, the
damage and anxieties resulting from a new temporal regime that disregards the realism of (material
remnants of ) the past and overwrites it randomly with simulacra for mass consumption, which
yielded a crisis of order and an aesthetic tactics called accelerationism; third, the disintegration of
the modernist middle-class subject vis-à-vis its own commodification as much as in relation to other
subjectivities in a digitalized society, which hatched an ethical crisis; and finally, the transformation
of planetary realities involving instabilities of matter and perception brought about by climate
change, the biogenetic manipulation of bodies and environments, and the growing indifference of
economic stakeholders towards suffering in labor environments and livelihood ecologies.
Historically, Hongkongers faced uncertain futures first as immigrants and British colonial
subjects, and later, after the 1997 transition, as Mainland Chinese citizens. Concurrently, the
city’s economy was one of the most sensitive epicenters of the financial disasters bred by “global
informational capitalism” since the late twentieth century.12 Therefore, Hong Kong offers itself as a
compelling signifier of the contradictions of global capitalism and a cultural crisis created by a more
and more standardized — though not at all homogenized — world system that spreads its principles
for a modern political economy while denying responsibility for its excesses, deviations, limitations
and ideological blind spots. Post-Marxist philosophers from Adorno to Derrida alerted to these
contradictions and critically re-activated the Shakespearean figure of out-of-jointness in order to
call for more balance between the overprivileged external sphere of modern national middle-class
subjectivity and its foreclosed, marginalised, internal or transcendent others. Linking Hamlet to
the specter of the communist revolution, Derrida promoted Benjamin’s weak messianism that seeks
salvation from a dystopian world system without clinging to the religious belief in a savior figure.13
This call for a better tomorrow requests that the world buries its dead — capitalism as well as the
historical forms of communism, but not utopian visions of a humane, post-Marxist social order
— with appropriate rituals so that they can cease to haunt the living. Derrida thus holds on to a
11 Annette Trefzer, “Spectral Returns and New Turns in Contemporary American Literature and Criticism,”
The Southern Literary Journal 46.1 (2013): 132.
12 Manuel Castells, J. M. G Caraça and Gustavo Cardoso, eds., Aftermath: The Cultures of the Economic Crisis
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 5.
13 Owen Ware, “Dialectic of the Past-Disjuncture of the Future — Derrida and Benjamin on the Concept of
Messianism.” Journal for Cultural and Religious Theory 5.2 (April 2004): 99.
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Christian-Marxist figuration of hope for justice while at the same time restoring and displacing
the agency of a transcendental authority. Marx’ dismissal of individual authorities was the logical
consequence of Enlightenment rationalism, but times changed and Derrida attempted to rescue,
in the figure of Marx’ specters, the wisdom of earlier epochs when dealing with human emotions
and desires. Whereas throughout most of the twentieth century the belief in ghosts was seen as an
anachronism disturbing the smooth functioning of modern scientific secularism, for contemporary
philosophers like Derrida its devaluation seemed no longer justified. On the contrary, according to
him the agency attributed to a transcendent realm of ghosts in popular imaginaries continues to
occupy a critical space:
[W]hen Derrida proposes the possibility of “another ‘scholar’” open to spectrality, this
is not someone who trusts in the return of the dead; rather, it is someone “capable, beyond the
opposition between presence and non-presence, actuality and inactuality, life and non-life, of
thinking the possibility of the specter, the specter as possibility.” To believe or not believe in ghosts
no longer involves a determination about the empirical (im)possibiliby of the supernatural, but
indicates contrasting validated attitudes — a welcoming seen as ethical and enabling, and a rejection
considered unethical and dispossessing — towards the uncertainty, heterogeneity, multiplicity, and
indeterminacy that characterize language and Being because of their inevitable entanglement with
alterity and difference...Derrida...uses the figure of the ghost to pursue...that which haunts like a
ghost and, by way of this haunting, demands justice, or at least a response.14

Sociologists came to a similar conclusion when reflecting the social function of ghostlore.
Maintaining an anthropocentric perspective, Gordon defines the frightening return of unresolved
social problems in a similar framework, but focuses on the post-Marxist critique of the racial aspects
of capitalism, accusing it in particular of generating monopolistic and militaristic state violence.
His distinction between the paralyzing effects of trauma and the mobilizing effects of haunting may
explain the special interest of cultural producers in the latter:
Haunting [...], unlike trauma, is distinctive for producing a something-to-be-done. Indeed...
haunting was precisely the domain of turmoil and trouble, that moment...when things are not in
their assigned places, when the cracks and rigging are exposed, when the people who are meant to
be invisible show up without any sign of leaving, when disturbed feelings cannot be put away, when
something else, something different from before, seems like it must be done.15

Published shortly before a series of economic crises hit prosperous national economies across
14 María del Pilar Blanco and Esther Peeren, eds., The Spectralities Reader: Ghosts and Haunting in Contemporary
Cultural Theory (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2013), 9.
15 Avery Gordon, Ghostly Matters: Haunting and the Sociological Imagination (Minneapolis, MN: University of
Minnesota Press, 2008), xvi.
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the globe, these deconstructionist variations of post-Enlightenment values appeared concurrently
with legions of East Asian ghost movies shot by directors who had grown weary of the cultural
superiority claims of a western modernity. Many of them engaged with their own crisis-ridden
societies in the conceptual terms of local ghosts returning to question, and disrupt, the westernization
of non-western modernities, while other directors experimented with displaced or disfigured
western specters and fusion narratives.16 Quoting Benjamin, Rob Wilson recalls that already in
the mid-nineteenth century the destructive dynamics of capitalist technological development had
installed a rapidly globalizing regime of “relentless production and waste” that “had neither time
nor opportunity ... to abolish the old spirit world.”17 Looking at a selection of South Korean horror
movies, he finds the “euphoria of liberal democracy and of the market economy”18 throughout
the 1990s jarred by spectral effects that evoke “an alternative geopolitics of blasted trees, haunted
temples, restless tombs, blind sooth-sayers, possessed beds, the returning horror of the ruined and
dispossessed.”19 Thus, capitalist modernity is shown to have unleashed new hauntings in neo-liberal
Asian states like South Korea, where under local regimes of modernization cultural producers had
been compelled to create an authoritative version of enlightenment-based modernity at the expense
of premodern generic conventions of the rural, the fantastic and the supernatural.
Looking at popular eco-gothic specters of the Anthropocene, such as the fox-headed,
blue-skinned Na’vi tribe of Pandora in Avatar, a reciprocal encounter with the hitherto othered
Asian tradition, namely ancient Chinese zhiguai 誌怪 fiction mediated through many successful
Asian filmic renditions seems to be underway. Simultaneously, the modern variants of this zhiguai
tradition in modern (South) East Asian ghost movies developed side by side with localizations
of gothic themes. They circulate in movies produced in colonial contexts up to the era of global
financialization, which have ushered in the symptomatic anxieties of our hyper-urbanized, hypercapitalized human condition. A ghostly traffic between the realms of the living and the dead, the
privileged and the subalternized, natural and cultural environments is staged in films by Hong
Kong directors such as King Hu 胡金銓, Ann Hui 許鞍華, Fruit Chan 陳果, Stanley Kwan 關錦
16 A good example for the former is A Chinese Ghost Story 倩女幽魂 (Dir. Ching Siu Tung 程小東, Hong Kong,
1987), whereas Mr. Vampire 殭屍先生 (Dir. Ricky Lau 劉觀偉, Hong Kong, 1985), as an example of the
latter, mocks the complications of multicultural societies in the figure of a Chinese vampire that turns into an
unpredictable demonic monster upon sucking the blood of his English-mannered son. At any rate, the expert
who can control this hybrid monster is a Daoist, so local knowledge wins over the universalist dogma of the
British colonial culture in this setting, too. See Brian Thomas, Video Hound’s Dragon: Asian Action and Cult
Flicks (Canton, MI: Visible Ink Press, 2003), 427, and Daniel O’Brien, Spooky Encounters: A Gwailo’s Guide
to Hong Kong Horror (Manchester: Headpress, 2003), 55.
17 Rob Wilson, “Globalization, broken aesthetics and the global soul. Tracking some ‘uncanny’ paths to transPacific globalization,” Comparative American Studies 1.1 (2003): 36.
18 Jacques Derrida, Specters of Marx: the state of the debt, the work of mourning, and the New international, trans.
Peggy Kamuf (New York: Routledge, 1994), 56.
19 Rob Wilson, “Globalization,” 38.
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鵬, Ching Siu-tung 程小東, Ricky Lau 劉觀偉 and the Pang Brothers 彭氏兄弟, Taiwan directors
Tsai Ming-liang 蔡明亮 and Tso Shih-chiang 左世強, and more recently also mainland Chinese
directors Li Shaohong 李少紅, Jia Zhangke 賈樟柯, Jiang Wen 姜文 and Li Yang 李楊.20 This
shared interest in “gothic” themes suggests an awareness of connectivities between aesthetic and
imaginary worlds across borders. Younger directors have begun to expose the sinister flipside of
capitalist modernization in the ghosted spaces of inhuman labour conditions, dystopian cityscapes,
devastated mining fields and other hot spots of social unrest. While postmodern, transnationally
governed states become used to forget and reinvent their pasts in an accelerationist, commercializing
process of nation-branding, the modern idea of a homogenous, morally accountable nation, together
with the myth of its territorial foundation — which used to be considered an amodern, timeless
nature that has neither memory nor agency and can, as the other of history and human subjectivity
(or the object of human desires), heal the wounds of civilization and simultaneously be technically
conquered, penetrated, and exploited at human will — has never been more obviously contested.
It is now not a transcendental God that demands ethical behavior for the sake of a good afterlife,
but the planet and its manifold inhabitants striving for survival in the here and now. These new
environmental worries prompted a different set of aesthetic engagements with the preternatural,
the gothic and more generally with spectralities. Hence the recurrent power of hybrid, frequently
animal-shaped or plant-like ghosts that dwell in fictional universes in and beyond Asia.21
Taking into account these intellectual debates and cultural representations, it should come as
no surprise that spectral images inform the poetic works of Ye Si 也斯 (1949-2013) who, like many
other avant-garde art producers on the threshold of the 21st century but in a uniquely reconciliatory
approach, tackled the cultural crisis of extractive capitalism from various angles by looking at its
aesthetic as well as political renditions. For him, to engage in a dialogue with ghosts ultimately
means asking questions about the quality of human-nature relationships under the condition of
20 On earlier waves of Mainland filmic ghostlore, like Meng Chao’s 孟超 (1902-1976) Li Huiniang 李慧娘 as
a reflection on the disastrous consequences of the Great Leap Forward 大躍進, see Maggie Greene, “The
Woman in Green: A Chinese Ghost Tale from Mao to Ming, 1981-1381,” The Appendix. Illusions 1.2 (April),
published June 18, 2013, accessed August 15, 2014, http://theappendix.net/issues/2013/4/the-woman-ingreen-a-chinese-ghost-tale-from-mao-to- ming-1981-1381.
21 Recent Western studies of ancient Chinese zhiguai narratives concentrate on the classificatory, ritual and
political functions of this type of non-official historiography; see Robert Ford Campany, Strange Writing:
Anomaly Accounts in Early Medieval China (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1996). Postmodern
sinophone zhiguai poetry, fiction and film (especially from Hong Kong), like the modernist gothic tales, and
sometimes in conjunction with gothic generic features (for instance in vampire films), draw abundantly from
premodern human-non-human assemblages and abhuman specters in order to challenge the modern (post-)
colonial world order, challenging exactly this aspect of excluding or monstrifying supposedly peripheral
religious and political orientations. For synthesizing overviews of modern Chinese ghost fiction see David Derwei Wang 王德威, The Monster that Is History: History, Violence, and Fictional Writing in Twentieth-century
China (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004), 549-92 and Anne Wedell-Wedellsborg, “Haunted
Fiction: Modern Chinese Literature and the Supernatural.” International Fiction Review 32.1 (January 2005),
accessed January 18, 2014, http://journals.hil.unb.ca/index.php/IFR/article/view/7797/8854.
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a growing estrangement from basic existential truths. Implied in his poetic project are sensitive
reflections of the economic praxis that brought about the crisis, for instance in this early reference to
the degradation of famous historical landscapes in China in his 1987 poem “Questions at the Three
Su Temple” 三蘇祠答問:
we might talk about the wild flowers and birds twittering
at leisure mention — pond water
moss coloured, but if it stops flowing?
maybe it’s time to discuss eco-problems?
(我們也許可以談談野花啼鳥
悠然說起——那池裏的水
帶著苔青顏色，只是為甚麼不再流動了？
也許該談談生態的問題？)22

When responding to the infatuation of his own city with wealth and material consumption,
he finds ingenious ways to bundle a cluster of serious problems within one humble image, as can be
demonstrated in “Picking Green” 採綠 (2012):
A wooden plank
across a field of water.
She squats there,
picking water-cress for us.
[...]
Don’t put your faith in
supersize plants,
she says,
[...]
Those things will only make you sick,
if you eat them,
like black magic,
arrow-root and lotus-root,
grown to be
several times bigger than they should be;
cherry tomatoes
all dressed up in purple and red;
pumpkins turning into mountains,
injected with who knows what
[...] Bigger doesn’t mean better,
she says.
22 Leung Ping-kwan 梁秉鈞, You shi: Liang Bingjun shixuan 游詩：梁秉鈞詩選 [Amblings: Selected Poems by
Leung Ping-kwan], trans. Christopher Kelen, Song Zijiang, Sou Vai-keng, Fan Xing (Macao: Association of
Stories in Macao, 2010), 115.
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(木板擱在水田，她蹲在上面
給我們摘西洋菜
[……]
不要相信那些變大了的植物
[……]
會把你吃壞的，像魔術
葛和藕的紋理放大幾倍
車厘茄換了大紅大紫衣裳
南瓜快要變成一座山了
看來，不知注射了甚麽東西
[……]
愈大未必就是愈好呢，她說)23

The farmer’s warning does not only refer to the many food scandals that periodically hit
Hong Kong, but also to the larger scheme of the city, including its most profitable areas of real
estate development and the finance sector. References to financial speculation, land reclamation,
infrastructure projects, the disappearance of historical architecture and rural scenery, or political
scandals regularly, and in a rather casual way, float by in a line or two in Ye Si’s poetry on his
hometown. For instance, the stock disaster in the wake of the Asian financial crisis of 1997 and the
controversy on the new airport are mentioned casually in “We Travel With Lots of Stuff,” 我們帶
着許多東西旅行 a poem that reflects the discrepancy between the puzzling experience of living in
a particular place and its shallow, globalized representations in popular culture:
I ponder the run on the bank and
the controversial new airport
				
what is Hong Kong?
the violence in a Kung Fu movie?
a repeated joke?
[...]
sometimes what was
			
wants to change how things are
moving temporary furniture in this temporary abode
an old carpet
		
two identical lamps
somehow something’s missing
				
a piece of embroidery
voices and colours
		
things that make a family whole

23 Wong Shuk-han 黃淑嫻, Ng Hui-bin 吳煦斌, eds., Leung Ping Kwan (1949-2013), A Retrospective (Hong
Kong: Leisure and Cultural Services Department 康樂及文化事務署, 2014), 54.
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(問起擠提和新建機場的爭論
香港是甚麼？
是武打片的血腥？
是一個重複的笑話？
[……]
有時舊日
又要改變眼前的事物
在這暫時的住處搬動暫時的家具
陳舊的地氈
兩盞相像的燈
不知怎的就像欠了一幅編織
令事物變成一個家的種種
聲音和顏色)24

Ye Si’s images of haunted urban life are not always so practical, however, nor necessarily so
subdued. A still strictly realistic, but more exigent reflection on these events and the strangeness
of the place Hongkongers inhabit can be found in his collections of Hong Kong essays, where
urban legends and daily news are woven into the narrative of a community that is both successfully
modern and continuously out-of-joint.25 In a significant number of ghost poems and novellas, Ye Si
leaves the realistic mode behind and experiments with preternatural figures. In them, notions of (in)
visibility, ambiguity, doubling, liminality, metamorphosis and transcendence are brought to the fore
in order to protest against the claustrophobic realism of a world in denial of its extensions. Time and
again, we find questions looking for access to blocked visions, exiled voices and obscured parallel
worlds: “Why not open your arms for more?” (何妨開放包含容更多, in “Fourteen Chairs” 十四
張椅子),26 “But how shall we alter/ the rigid elements and fixed angles? [...] How might one extract
a world from an old carving?” (如何可以扭轉／人的偏見和機心呢？[……] 能從一塊古碑解
讀一個世界嗎？ in “Journey into the Painting Hua Shan” 在文化研究所看王履《華山圖》) ,27
“Are you sure other ingredients/ have not fled carrying nothing but their brains?” (你可肯定其
他作料／不都是帶著腦袋逃亡了？ in “Mao Salad at the Paris China Club” 巴黎「中國俱
樂部」吃毛沙拉),28 “Can someone unblock the drain?” (有人去通渠了嗎？ in “House in the

24 Leung, You shi, 179-83.
25 Ye Si 也斯, Yesi de Xianggang 也斯的香港 [Ye Si’s Hong Kong] (Hong Kong: Sanlian shudian 三聯書店,
2005); Ye Si, Ye Si kan Xianggang 也斯看香港 [Hong Kong Through the Eyes of Ye Si] (Guangzhou 廣州:
Huacheng chubanshe 花城出版社, 2011).
26 Wong and Ng, Leung Ping-kwan, 112.
27 Ibid., 150; My adapted translation.
28 Ibid., 165.
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Valley” 山谷裏的房子),29 “We communicate in digital language, but don’t we also hear/ the slow
murmuring of our past?” (大家用數碼化的語言溝通，卻好似／又聽見了昔日遲緩的耳語 in
“50 Gladstone Avenue” 吉石大道五十號).30
In the following, a selection of literary texts by Leung Ping-kwan that engage with the strange,
the uncanny, the invisible, or the liminal, and can thus contribute to an aesthetics of spectrality, will
be analysed. After a survey of death topics and generic negotiations for adressing them in his poetry,
some poems will be read more closely in the context of four mutually interdependent conceptual
spheres. The city of Hong Kong’s spatial encodings will take the lead. There has been frequent lament
about the mnemonic crisis that accompanies the developmental craze going on in the crammed
city, but seen through the eyes of the poet we discover a different, in fact reverse vertical dynamics.
Some of Leung’s place poems surprisingly venture to fathom a space extending underneath the
streets, malls, and high-rises, including the last architectural remnants from colonial times. At the
same time, the author explores horizontal connectivities between Hong Kong and places across the
globe, suddenly finding himself welcomed by his own demons — as if he was the revenant — in a
haunted house in Berlin. Accelerationism is the aesthetic response to the crisis of order provoked
by a spectralization of temporality. Whereas artists and writers in the People’s Republic developed a
local symbolism of modern ruins, Leung’s poem “Conversation among the Ruins” 廢墟中的對話
deterritorializes this same symbolism, whereas “Land” 土地 adopts a fairytale diction in order to tell
the scandalous story of Hong Kong developers’ demolition of the local environment. Spatial criteria
continue to be important, even if the perspective is shifted onto ethical problems, and thus onto
the community and its subjects rather than buildings and infrastructure. How can a community
develop a sense of belonging if most of its members do not stay for long? The poem “Pun Choi on
New Year’s Eve” 除夕盆菜 asks this question on occasion of the 1997 handover, simultaneously
witnessing the birth of a regional culinary myth, while the political theater seems in need of a
unifying ritual. In “Passage of the Drowned,” 淹死者的超度 on the other hand, the poet follows
the city’s transient sojourners on their outbound journeys. While this novella’s main protagonist is
busy tracking and reassembling the bits and pieces of a badly damaged, globally scattered sacred
manuscript while at the same time roaming different mundane and infernal realms, the ghosts
of many migrant workers who were killed in industrial accidents or have died in other wrongful
ways wait to be liberated from their desire for revenge with the help of the restored manuscript’s
description of a passage ritual. Two texts tackling related questions from other times and locations
shall help to unveil the global dimensions of the ethical crisis that is addressed in these two works by
Ye Si. The major question in our fourth and last scenario tackles the possibility of modern extensions
into, or reclamations of a transcendent realm: after the expulsion and eventual return of religious
traditions in the wake of technological revolutions as well as the historical regimes of colonialism,
29 Ibid., 166.
30 Ibid., 171.
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imperialism and globalization, how are we to perceive, re-orient and mobilize in a positive way the
spirit-matter connectivities between humans and our planet?
Death and the Postcolonial City
The gothic has become “the most common term used to describe geographies [...] in which
the past somehow intrudes upon the present. [...] With some exceptions [...] it predominantly
explains an Anglo-American and European understanding of haunting and haunted experience,”
observe Blanco and Peeren.31 However, in conjunction with the globalization of horror narratives
and especially ghost movies, Asian conventions of haunting have also been linked with the notion
of the gothic in academic writing.32 Side by side with these spatial paradigms of culturally specific,
localized forms of ghostlore, epochal or chronotopic approaches towards haunting pasts have
been identified and discussed. Smith and Wallace point out that the year 1922 gave birth to two
paradigmatic modernist texts that revisit gothic horror, James Joyce’s Ulysses and T.S. Eliot’s The
Waste Land. Tracing gothic figurations in a selection of modern texts, Smith and Wallace suggest
listing, as common modernist traits, the cultural engagement with the everyday as an entanglement
of the quotidian with the gothic; a vampiric iconography comprising bats, storms and stakings
which symbolize perversion and disorder; sentiments of duplicity; an attitude of entertaining the
absurd to raise questions about reality; and the presence of representatives of an older, darker world
that threatens to disintegrate the new order.33 Attempting to enhance, surpass or overcome romantic
conventions of the fantastic, the imaginary of modernist horror at the same time remained indebted
to the gothic architectural style developed across Europe between the 12th and 16th centuries —
with its wrathful God and obsession with threatening otherworldly monsters.
Modernism envisioned a different kind of entropy, though, namely the menace of atavistic
civilizational reversion, as it experimented with gothic tropes exemplified in T. S. Eliot’s long poem:
A woman drew her long black hair out tight
And fiddled whisper music on those strings
And bats with baby faces in the violet light
Whistled, and beat their wings
And crawled head downward down a blackened wall
And upside down in air were towers
Tolling reminiscent bells, that kept the hours

31 Blanco and Pereen, Spectralities Reader, 26.
32 Andrew Hock-soon Ng, Asian Gothic: Essays on Literature, Film and Anime (Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland &
Co., 2008).
33 Andrew Smith and Jeff Wallace, eds., Gothic Modernisms (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2001), 1.
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And voices singing out of empty cisterns and exhausted wells.34

Gothic modernism positioned culture as the privileged space where questions about the
meaning of the world and reality were to be acted out symbolically, and was haunted by the fear of
an uncontrollable afterlife of dark historical past/s in the present. Comparing Eliot’s verses to poems
on ghosts and haunting by Ye Si, or Leung Ping-kwan, we learn how the gothic imaginary could
creatively be fused with a local discourse on ghosts in several waves of cross-cultural encounters. The
scope of this fusion can be fathomed by studying his poems featuring traumatizing historical events
bringing disaster and death from Second World War Auschwitz and Beijing’s Tiananmen Incident
(1989) to the outbreak of the SARS epidemic in Hong Kong 2003 on the one hand, and his rewriting
of zhiguai topics in the cycle of poems titled “Ghost Drift” 遊魂35 and two chapters in his novel
“Postcolonial Affairs of Food and the Heart” 後殖民食物與愛情 on the other hand. The names of
so many faceless victims engraved on the walls at “The Old Site of Auschwitz Concentration Camp”
奧斯維茲集中營舊址 (1992) induces feelings of terror in the visitors and, together with a piercing
cold that emanates from within these desolate buildings and is of another kind as compared to the
surrounding wintery snowscape, makes them hesitate to enter the museum:
in the house you found
the names carved on walls
you hesitated to come inside
it seemed colder than the snowy ground outside
(在這些房子裏找到
刻在牆上的名字
你遲疑地踏進門檻
室內彷彿比外面的雪地更冷)36

Contemplating the serially amassed material traces of the Holocaust — piles of suitcases,
clothes, glasses, shoes, shaving brushes, kitchen utensils — in the following two stanzas, the lyrical
“I” muses helplessly about the meanings of such a collection in the concluding fourth stanza. Should
there be other things, like candles, that would ease the heart-wrenching hollowness of these signifiers?
A reference to spiritual transcendence? Can this museum’s narrative of the Holocaust horror bring
about rebirth? The poem resonates with the atmosphere of desolation in “Still Life” 靜物 (1989)
that was written in the immediate aftermath of the June 4, 1989 incident on Beijing’s Tiananmen
Square. In this poem the things that formerly served their owners are shown to be abandoned, frozen
in the shocked stillness following the disaster, but they stand for themselves and are not serialized:

34 T.S. Eliot, The Complete Poetry and Prose 1909-1950 (New York: Harcourt Brace & Company, 1980), 48.
35 Leung, You shi, 220-39.
36 Ibid., 127.
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At the beginning, there was someone sitting on the chair
At the beginning, there was someone sitting at the table
At the beginning, there was someone watering a plant
At the beginning, there was someone looking up from the books
(本來有人坐在椅上
本來有人坐在桌旁
本來有人給一盆花澆水
本來有人從書本中抬起頭來)37

“Where have they all gone now?” (現在他們到哪兒去了？)38 This mournful refrain of the elegy,
five times repeated, is not allowed the last word on the tragedy, though. The things in their company
have metamorphosed into an animated memory, continuing their disempowered resistance against
a sinister world created by the murderers of those “Squashed to pieces/ Riddled with bullets/ Blown
into sand/ Scattered as dust” (輾成了碎片／撞成了彈孔／吹成了風砂／撒成了灰塵):39
Turned into the constant shadows at our sides
Turned into the sun and air of our days
Turned into the plants and furniture in our lives
Turned into the book we read over and over
(變成了你我身畔永遠的影子
變成了我們每日的陽光和空氣
變成了生活裏的盆花和桌椅
變成了我們總在讀着的那本書)40

The sudden, radical halt to Hong Kong’s normal buzz of superficial, money-making and
pleasure-seeking activities during the 2003 SARS crisis is juxtapposed with the eerie recurrence of a
deeper stratum of Hong Kong people’s anxieties, attachments and epiphanies in “Love Poem in the
Days of SARS” 非典時期的情詩:
hidden for years in shabby alleys, corners
something between broken window cracks
worn doors

a moonless night

attacks the chest’s darkest corner
[...]
secrets cannot be kept in the ground
this great atypical passion
suddenly shown
37 Wong and Ng, A Retrospective, 102.
38 Ibid.
39 Ibid.
40 Ibid.
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before indifferent eyes
[...]
patience is something you learn as you’re falling
on separate beds missing each other
[...]
the world is a noisy machine
it’s cold — you feel the broken parts
to repair them — stand up straight
under slanting beams — there’s still
something of me you believe in
perhaps it will survive till the end
so we’ll finally meet in the sun
[...]
when this nightmare summer ends
will there still be kindness among us?
([……]多年潛伏在陋巷的轉角
在門窗破舊的裂縫之間的甚麼
在一個沒有月亮的夜晚
襲擊我們胸中最黑暗的角落
[……]
秘密無法永遠隱藏在地下了
你的非典型地擴張的熱情
一下子公開在冷漠的眼前
[……]
從滑坡的地方開始學習忍耐
在隔離的病床上思念彼此
[……]
世界是一具隆隆的機器，觸手
冰涼，你摸索修理壞了的零件
在傾斜的屋樑下嘗試站直身子
我裏面還有你相信的一部份
也許終不會完全被病菌所腐蝕
我仍要有日與你在陽光下相見
[……]
經過了這一段炎夏的夢魘
你我可會對彼此更加仁慈)41

Not much of ancient China’s local repertoire of ghost stories could be used by the poet
for the lyrical reflection of these new calamities — and gothic conventions seemed too weak or
distant for the articulation of these immediate, traumatizing experiences. As soon as the haunting
41 Leung Ping-kwan, Bianhua de bianjie: Liang Bingjun shiji 變化的邊界：梁秉鈞詩集 [Shifting Borders: Poems
by Leung Ping-kwan] trans. Christopher Kelen, Song Zijiang, Sou Vai-keng (Macao: ASM, 2009), 97-101.
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happens in a more intimate, domestic scope and the experience of death is less immediate, the old
ghosts return, however. In a cycle of poems, Ye Si rewrote eleven stories from the famous Liaozhai
zhiyi 聊齋誌異 collection by Pu Songling 蒲松齡 (1640-1715),42 contemplating the manifold
difficulties of humans to understand and control their emotions, and trying out alternative readings
under the changed epochal circumstances. While looking for such new meanings, traces of the
generic and conceptual features pertaining to traditional zhiguai and chuanqi 傳奇 (records of the
strange and extraordinary) fiction also trickled into the poems. They include a contemplation of,
and didactic engagement with, the epoch’s ethical problems; the conceptual distinction between
strangeness either reaching into a realm of the otherworld (guai), or being restricted to the human
sphere, where natural laws are never transgressed (qi); a cosmological dimension defining the task
of recording strange events beyond the responsibility of offical historiography, but within the
range and agency attributed to them as harbingers of social or political change; the philosophical
project of establishing a place for the irrational and disorderly within or beyond a bleak Confucian
ritualist — or modernist scientific — rationalism, that connects the city to the wilderness and
simultaneously maps a liminal zone between the two, spreading it over the spatial grid of gardens
or courtyards, as well as defining the relationship between life and death and the ambiguous states
between these two; and finally, the generic casualness of the note-form, or biji 筆記 literature with
its hotchpotch of short stories, anecdotes, aphorims, travel diaries etc.43 This literary dimension
could not be fully developed in the poems, but its anarchical, excessive narrative mode rendered
itself for the compilation of stories in Ye Si’s last work of fiction, a hybrid between a collection of
short stories and a novel. Two stories in particular, “Ghostly Shadows in the Western Wing” 西廂
魅影 and “Sequel to the Western Wing” 續西廂44 transpose the premodern zhiguai and chuanqi
conventions of ghostlore onto the postcolonial teaching environment of Hong Kong University.
These two stories closely follow the chuanqi convention, venturing into the inner worlds of Hong
Kong’s up-rooted academic intellectuals and their nightly journeys through dreams, obsessions, or
anxieties without transgressing natural laws or crossing the threshold of death. Nevertheless, an
understated gothic unfolds, concurrently with the chuanqi-style affective states of haunting, in the
detailed descriptions of the multifarious architectural styles of these intellectuals’ domestic and office
spaces, from colonial, decadent splendour to the unappealing, functional highrise apartment of a
bachelor book worm.
A poem on a late 18th-century Chinese painting of ghosts, written on the occasion of Leung’s
visit to an art exhibition at the Rietberg Museum in Zurich in 2009, fuses motives from both gothic
42 Pu Songling 蒲松齡, “Huapi” 畫皮 [“The Painted Skin”], in Liaozhai zhiyi 聊齋誌異 [Strange Stories from a
Chinese Studio] (Jinan 濟南: Qilu shushe 齊魯書社, 1981), 68-70.
43 Chan Tak-Hung 陳德鴻. The Discourse on Foxes and Ghosts: Ji Yun and Eighteenth-Century Literati Storytelling
(Hong Kong: The Chinese University Press, 1998), 10-30.
44 Ye Si, Hou zhimin shiwu yu aiqing 後殖民事物與愛情 [Postcolonial Affairs of Food and the Heart] (Hong
Kong: Oxford University Press, 2012), 87-107; 241-267.
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and zhiguai traditions, thus relocating these traditions with respect to his contemporary postcolonial
experience in a similar manner as Eliot’s historicization of the European gothic in “The Waste Land.”
The lyrical “I” blurs the boundaries between himself and the anonymous adressee of the poem, as
a dialogue between the spectator of Luo Ping’s 羅聘 famous scroll “Ghost Amusement” 鬼趣圖
(1797) and an undefined “you” — perhaps it is the painter who finished the scroll two years before
his death — opens the poem: “Is it you that Wuchang, waving his silken fan,/ Is coming for?” (無
常搖著他的絲綢扇／是衝着你來的嗎？)45 A moment later, the viewer’s mind enters the picture
and is carried away by whirling autumn winds, thus crossing the borderlines between life and death,
real and imaginary worlds, while roaming freely with the frolicking, ghostly shadows through a
misty, yellowish landscape. Contemplating the diversity of the painted specters — including a
western skeleton probably copied from a Chinese rendition of Andreas Vesalius’ anatomy book “De
Humani Corporis” (1543)46 — as well as the meanings of their eccentric, fluid shapes, the lyrical “I”
puts human passions into perspective against the transitoriness of life and concludes by judging the
artist’s genius as itself haunted in its ambiguity:
Having eyes that can see ghosts
Is a curse
Is a blessing
To see stars through the clouds and the mist
To see, amidst the gloom of demons and monsters,
Human beings
(有一雙能看見鬼的眼睛
是一種詛咒
是一種福份
在雲霧裏看見了星星
在魅魎的陰鬱裏
看見了人)47

A stanza uniting modern, gothic imagery reminiscent of Eliot’s with ancient Chinese symbols
of ambivalence, such as attachment and betrayal in love, precedes this reflection:
45 See Andrea Riemenschnitter, ed., Xian yu yin: shiji Liang Bingjun/ Sichtbares Und Unsichtbares/ The Visible
and the Invisible: Poems Leung Ping-Kwan 顯與隱·詩輯梁秉鈞 (Hong Kong: MCCM Creations, 2012), 36.
Leung visited the exhibition in 2009, the year he received the diagnosis of lung cancer. Therefore, we can
assume that the poet let his secret trickle into his viewing of Luo Ping’s latest works and the poetic dialogue.
However, the scope of possible readings should not be narrowed by such a biographical twist. The poem was
translated by Helen Wallimann.
46 This source was identified by Jonathan Hay; for an analysis of this and the Chinese models of Luo’s ghostly art
including his poems and incscriptions see Kim Karlsson, Luo Ping: The Life, Career, and Art of an EighteenthCentury Chinese Painter (Bern: Peter Lang, 2004), 152.
47 Ibid.
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Days without number have accumulated in the corners
Grievances protrude like eyes and mouths from the moss and the mould
The figure wriggling out of the corner
Slowly stretches out a hand, demanding payment of an old debt,
The lost jade hairpin, the treasured jewel
(在牆角積聚了不知多少日子
冤屈在霉苔中長出眼睛和嘴巴
是牆角蠕蠕而動的形象
緩緩伸出手，要向你追討
失去的玉釵、心中的珍寶)48

This stanza possibly alludes to a story popular with Cantonese opera fans, “The Jade Hairpin,”
about a woman who falls victim to evil treachery. More remotely, it might also evoke a frequently
rewritten Ming-dynasty zhiguai story, wherein a despotic minister’s concubine meets with an unjust
death and later comes back to fulfill her life’s mission as a ghost. Having spent several years united
with the reincarnation of the man she had died for earlier, she retreats to the world of the dead, only
leaving her clothes and some jewellery, including a hairpin, in the coffin.49 The ghost, later named
Li Huiniang 李慧娘, accompanied Hong Kong’s colonial transition as well as the Maoist years in
Mainland China as a particularly prominent and visible cultural specter.50 While digging deeply
into the sedimented layers of the city’s history, myths and legends, Ye Si’s lyrical collages create
dialogues between humans and things speaking for themselves — from works of art to the most
ordinary household things. In this way, they substantially contribute to the democratic sociability of
his oeuvre.51 His poetry moreover invites individual, momentary reassemblages of the city’s cultural
memory, which in the case of Luo Ping’s painting uses a stage prop to imagine the peregrination of
local ghosts from traditional zhiguai drama to the modern gothic, and from late imperial Yangzhou
to contemporary Zurich, where the poet saw the picture in an exhibition. Seemingly waking up
from his dream journey, the lyrical “I” of the poem finally admires the painter’s ghosting technique:
“Soak the paper/ Then start painting/ So that, in the blur,/ New creature images appear.” (把紙染
得濕透／然後着墨／爲了在朦朧中浮現／新的眾生的形象)52
Leung’s poem does not follow the western modernist gothic writers’ engagement with
post-Darwinian degeneration anxiety, as aesthetically represented in the surrealist multi-species
assemblages of Max Ernst or Franz Kafka’s nightmarish beetle man.53 Rather, it adresses a recurrent
48 Ibid.
49 Greene, “The Woman in Green.”
50 See the contribution on Hongmei ji 紅梅記 in this issue.
51 Douglas Kerr, “Leung Ping-Kwan’s Amblings: A Review of the Right-Hand Pages,” Cha: An Asian Literary
Journal 15 (November 2011), accessed December 14, 2014, http://www.asiancha.com/content/view/1007/314/.
52 Riemenschnitter, ed., Xian yu yin, 36.
53 Hurley in Smith and Wallace, Gothic, 132.
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grief of loss accompanying his local experience and tradition. As generally in his oeuvre, the poet
stresses a need for new perspectives, dialogue, discretion, serenity and reconciliation in response
to the violent paths of local pasts and globalizing modernities. In accordance with Luo Ping’s own
claims to be able to see ghosts, the ghosts Leung finds himself surrounded with seem to hold on
to their secrets without threatening the realm of living humans. But from today’s perspective as
outlined in the poem, Luo’s ghosts deliver a new message to the living: no longer able (or willing)
to disguise their posthuman shapes with beautiful human bodies when meeting us, they aspire to be
recognized as equal subjects despite their lifetime failures, which are (if only partly) also the failures
of the society that bred them.
Spectralities of Place: The Mnemonic Crisis
Places, like literary texts, are carriers of spectral meanings: they have their individual, geological
shapes, but can also become absorbed, appropriated, and reinscribed by their changing users. They
are especially vulnerable to hegemonic encroachments and, due to their topographic (linguistic,
medial) condition, offer a variety of systemic uses. Engaging with concepts of place and their relation
to global capitalism brought forward by Bhabha, Latour, Lefebvre, Massey and others, Dirlik argues
that places and place-based consciousness should be seen not so much as a legacy of history and
geography, but as the precondition for the creation and construction of new contexts for thinking
and the production of knowledge.54 This holds especially true for the rapidly changing, modern
metropoles, which are not only shaped by external forces, but also constitute future worlds in their
own terms.55 The mnemonic crisis and the spectrality of localized dystopia in global capitalism result
from global developmentalist localizations of capital, contends Dirlik. These operations by powerful
stakeholders, who are supported rather than controlled by postmodern nation-states, bring about
indifference to the pillage of places in pursuit of power and profit maximization. Global capital
strives to convert places into commodities, and communities into figures of investment returns. This
demands critical responses from the grass roots, defined as place-based imagination:
For all its complexities, which are no more complex that those of globality, place-based
imagination enables a critique of power that is thoroughly radical in its questioning of the very
fundamentals of life and knowledge that inform contemporary existence. The question...is not a
choice between reality versus utopianism, or practicality versus nostalgic recovery of what is not to
be recovered...but a much simpler choice; whose voices are to be the more audible in the ways in
which we play the world: the voices of globalism that erase both people and places, or the voices of
54 Arif Dirlik, “Place-Based Imagination: Globalism and the Politics of Place.” Review (Fernand Braudel Center)
22.2 (January 1999): 151.
55 Ananya Roy and Aihwa Ong, eds., Worlding Cities: Asian Experiments and the Art of Being Global (Chichester,
West Sussex: John Wiley & Sons, 2011).
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the weak who are straining to be heard?...It is important...to keep the questions in the foreground of
conversation — if only to preserve, or, more ambitiously, to create those discursive spaces that enable
the thinking of alternatives to “the power of the negative.”56

The alternatives Dirlik envisages need to reappropriate place by reasserting use against exchange
value, produce social and political forms that enable a harmonious coexistence between nature and
society, and imagine life without development. In other words, they should imagine an “Outside to
Global Capitalism.”57
Hong Kong, with its multiple identities and political regimes, produced a discourse
on disappearance that linked aesthetic and political criticism of global capital’s single-minded
appropriation of places in terms of exchange value. Esther Cheung 張美君 describes Hong Kong as a
spectral city, mentioning film directors like Fruit Chan who documented the city’s repressed sorrows
as lurking in the twilight zones between the overly familiar, glamorous architectural allegories of
economic success and modernity-as-progress exemplified in the Victoria Harbour skyline on the one
hand, and the neglected, low-cost public housing estates and rapidly vanishing old neighborhoods
on the other.58 Ye Si’s poetry suggests similar concerns, as it contemplates, questions and sometimes
compares the outcome of developmentalist ideas of progress from the local point of view. Like Chan’s
filmic ghostlore, Ye Si’s place poetry, too, notices the city’s architectural splendor, but at the same
time frequently stresses its gothic features: monumental, cold, and invasive. The lyrical “I” prefers
to listen to the murmuring, unobtrusive voices of Hong Kong’s marginalized or vanishing material
inscriptions. The postcolonial city’s spatial predicament is famously formularized in a line from his
“Images of Hong Kong” 形象香港 (1990) which reads: “Always at the edge of things and between
places.” (永遠在邊緣永遠在過度)59 Several of Ye Si’s poems reach out spatially in two dimensions,
vertically and horizontally. The vertical vector in “Kuafu at Exchange Square,” for example, descends
into the mythical foundations of the city’s hastily demolished, legend-saturated pasts now lying
suffocated yet, if we may borrow Derrida’s spectral paradigm, undead beneath global capitalism’s
ubiquitous and ever so similar shopping malls. The legendary giant Kuafu once chased after the
sun, some say in order to relieve the world from its torrid heat.60 Before he had accomplished his
self-assigned task, he died from thirst and turned into a river. Upon this divine transsubstantiation
56 Dirlik, “Imagination,” 183.
57 Ibid., 173-5.
58 Esther M. K. Cheung, Fruit Chan’s Made in Hong Kong (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2009), 83.
59 Esther M. K. Cheung, ed., City at the End of Time. Poems by Leung Ping-kwan, trans. Gordon T. Osing (Hong
Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2012), 88; see also Rey Chow 周蕾, “On Chineseness as a Theoretical
Problem,” in Shih Shumei 史書美, Tsai Chien-hsin 蔡建鑫 and Brian Bernards, eds., Sinophone Studies: A
Critical Reader (New York: Columbia University Press, 2013), 223.
60 Anne Birrell, Chinese Mythology: An Introduction (Baltimore, ML: John Hopkins University Press, 1999), 215;
Yang Lihui and An Deming, Handbook of Chinese Mythology (Oxford, New York: Oxford University Press,
2008), 155-8.
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the destitute place became covered with a forest of peach trees. Standing on an escalator at Exchange
Square, the lyrical “I” in Ye Si’s poem ponders the possibility of recalling this mythical Kuafu 夸父
for a second project of liberation that would redress the human abuse of the first one:
You wish to bring sunflowers to those moving among high-rises
but accumulated burdens make your steps heavy. We pass through the footbridge
to look at the sky and distant mountains, a metal crab
raising its large pincers in Exchange Square
as if it can gulp down a whole ocean in thirst
Like trees stubbornly fighting the dust of the world
you cast shades to shelter the fatigued
We walk along the edge of the bustling city, I think I see
the wary one falling, shaking the river on his head
sprinkling the world with fresh dew drops
(你想把向日葵帶給高樓間行走的人
但累積的擔子使步伐沉重，我們走過天橋
仍想去看天空和遠山，看交易廣場那兒
一頭金屬螃蟹撐起巨大的翅膀
彷彿焦渴的時候可以一口喝盡大海
像樹木頑強抵抗世界的灰塵
成為林蔭，遮庇另一些疲倦的人
我們走在鬧市邊緣，我想我看見
走累了的人倒下，晃動頭髮上的河流
給眼前的世界遍灑新的露水)61

Hong Kong’s Exchange Square is not a random choice for Kuafu’s return. Its three towers house the
Hong Kong stock exchange, offices, malls, bus and metro terminals, and art work. Among the latter
there are two monumental landscape murals by Sidney Nolan and a sculpture of a water buffalo
by Elisabeth Frink. These and other postmodern architectural details on site betray a longing for
natural landscapes in the community. To the lyrical “I”, they are legible as opaque memory traces of
Kuafu’s battle against the hostility of a primordial wilderness and can, as examples of the interaction
between cultural memory, art and the world’s capitalist resemanticizations, moreover be linked with
the name of a Chinese US-based real estate company by the name of Kuafu Properties.62 The poetic
reclamation of these desires and legends contributes to the restoration of a place-based imagination
that encourages to resist wholesale commodification.
Another example of the vertical type of Leung’s journeys into the heart of a myth-ridden,
61 Wong and Ng, A Retrospective, 30.
62 See Michael Cole, “Mystery Real Estate Company To Build 47-Story Chinese Tower In New York,” Forbes
(July 17, 2014), accessed August 21, 2014, http://www.forbes.com/sites/michaelcole/2014/07/17/mysteryreal-estate-co-building-47-story-chinese-tower-in-nyc/.
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obscured past can be found in his poem “An Old Colonial Building,” 老殖民地建築 written in
1986. The lyrical “I”/eye first climbs the scaffolding of urban reconstruction work surrounding
Hong Kong University’s old, colonial-style main building, then follows the hollow corridors until
a wall blocks further sight. Imagining breaking through the walls for a passage to “more ordinary
places” and contemplating the possible emergence of some hidden bitterness out of the historical
depths churned up in the construction works, the eye next looks down, plunging into the circular
pond in front of the building. Contemplating the reflections in the water, it catches a mirror image
of the cupola window through which goldfish are effortlessly moving in and out. This opens up
the gateway to a different kind of passage. “Might all the pieces of ruins put together present/
yet another architecture?” (把廢墟的意象重新組合可否／併成新的建築的),63 the lyrical “I”
wonders, unexpectedly finding himself in human company. Together they laugh at the vanity of the
rich and powerful and finally try to fathom the space of their poetic universe: not in awe of the ritzy,
cold, steel and glass highrise façades but rather playfully drifting among the ripples of the pond’s
surface whose deeper waters separate and regroup them in mysterious orders:
So what’s left are these fragmentary, unrepresentative words,
not uttered amidst the buildings of chrome and glass, but beside
a circular pond riddled with patterns of moving signs
(我給你文字破碎不自稱寫實
不是高樓圍繞的中心只是一池
粼粼的水聚散著游動的符號)64

The horizontal vector of Ye Si’s place poetry travels across the globe’s “Islands and Continents”
島和大陸65 in order to explore the connectivities between Hong Kong and communities elsewhere.
In “Old City,” 舊城66 the lyrical “I” contemplates a nameless old town, probably Guangzhou,
imagining it as a Chinese prototype of Hong Kong’s premodernity, dusty yet charming with its
bicycle bells, quiet street life and an old woman sweeping fallen leaves in a park. “The Moon in La
Jolla” 樂海崖的月亮 connects admirers of the moon across multiple places and times, mulling over
questions of cultural translation as the lyrical “I” confesses his uneasiness about using foreign place
names in a sinophone poem: “Really, I don’t like listing foreign signs,/ restaurants and supermarkets,
in a poem,/ but I don’t see anywhere in Tang poetry/ the imagery it takes to name these strange
details.” (我其實並不喜歡在一首詩裏／用上太多外國食店和超級市場的名字／只是無

63 Cheung, City, 87.
64 Ibid.
65 Leung Ping-kwan, Islands and Continents: Short Stories, trans. John Minford and Brian Holton (Hong Kong
University Press, 2007).
66 Wong and Ng, A Retrospective, 58.
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從用唐詩的語言／描繪一個陌生世界的細節)67 “Postmodern Houses”68 後現代房子 reflects
our choice between violent destruction, brought about by the modernist aesthetics, vis-à-vis a
reconciliatory approach, however painful or misrecognized, in postmodern bricolage styles that are
interspersed with gothic symbolism:
put a new window in the broken red brick wall
footsteps can be seen on the ceiling, in the drainage
birds fly far away: an ancient Roman arch
frames a wall of paintings of hotdogs and French fries
[...]
I don’t believe being high in the clouds is our dignity
each part having the right proportions can be built into a painful aesthetics
I refuse to accept that we are only playing games
leaving love everywhere, on each door a cross drawn
difficult to read evening papers by the fire in peace
but must we go out and set fire to everything in order to be called macho?
[...]
amnesiacs suddenly discover the strange things they have done
having betrayed themselves as well as the others
we wish for harmony but are forced to
face wrecks, a fire in the cupboard has destroyed the courtyard
[...]
gulls and sparrows have become hostages and they easily give up the corpses
all goes into the big ocean and who is it that forces
our destruction our constructionism our peace our abandonment
no central columns no dignified dome but a lot of changing space
(在破舊的紅磚牆上開一個新的窗口
可以望見天花板的腳步聲，下水道裏
鳥兒飛往遠處：一道古羅馬拱門
框住一扇繪畫熱狗和薯條的大牆
[……]
我不相信高入雲霄就是我們的莊嚴
各部份符合比例就可以建構痛苦的美學
但我也不願意我們只是游戲
到處留情在所有門上都打上交叉
不能再安坐家中火爐旁細讀晚報
但又是否隨街放火才算好漢
[……]
失憶的人突然發現了自己做過種種奇怪的事情

67 Cheung, City, 166-171.
68 Leung, You shi, 210-3.
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背棄了別人又再背棄自己
我們也希望和諧卻被迫去
面對破碎，壁櫃裏燃起戰火粉碎了庭院
[……]
海鷗和燕子變成了人質動不動又會棄屍
汪洋大海這一切到底是甚麽回事誰來迫使
我們毀滅我們建設我們安頓又再拋棄
沒有樑木莊重的圓頂只有許多變幻的空間)69

The vertical and horizontal vectors of Ye Si’s place-based spectrality converge in “A Haunted
House in Berlin” 柏林的鬼屋 (2000). It tells of a second journey to Berlin, where the poet came
across a house with a “painted skin” — its ramshackle façade painted over with a surreal landscape.70
Apparently the building reminded him of the famous Liaozhai-story of a beautiful woman who is
actually a ghoulish demon trying to devour the heart of a man. The demon initially succeeds, but is
ultimately defeated by an itinerant Daoist, who advises the man’s wife on how to bring her husband
back to life.71 The story is not mentioned in the poem, but it provides a supplementary layer,
supporting the ensuing hints at a hidden historical connection with the place the traveler comes
from. On the surface, a woman tells the lyrical “I” of a male ghost whose steps can occasionally be
heard on the stairs. She is not afraid, though, as she has known him long enough to have seen his
face gradually become disfigured. This ghost is not here to frighten the living, muses the traveler, but
rather is eager to tell the story of how he and his contemporaries were wronged:
The room is haunted — the woman downstairs told me
she heard footsteps creaking on the stairs
I’m not afraid, I remember how
his expressions gradually turned strange
All those pasts coming back to visit us
those flattened and distorted images in the mirror — it doesn’t look like
they’re out to harm anyone, their desperate attempts to talk to you
are just to tell you life had been unjust
(房子裏有鬼——樓下的女人告訴我
聽見樓梯上腳步的聲響
69 Ibid., 211-213.
70 This visual detail is not mentioned in the poem, but we know it from Leung’s photography; see Riemenschnitter,
Xian Yu Yin, 75; Wong and Ng, A Retrospective, 85.
71 Pu, „Huapi,” 36-37. There is also Ye Si’s poem “Hua pi” (Painted Skin), which reconciles the outdated
Confucian triangulation between master, dutiful wife and sexually desirable concubine by positioning only
two supposedly equal lovers as captured in a confusing relationship of desire and abjection, intimacy and
estrangement: Leung, You shi, 228 f.
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我卻並不害怕，我記得
他的臉容如何逐漸變為奇異
那些過去回來尋見我們
鏡中壓扁的扭曲形象，不見得
要傷害誰，竭力向你說話
是想你終於明白他的冤枉)72

In the following lines, the city’s wartime underground tunnels are evoked as a site of old stories and
nostalgia, and juxtaposed against the sterile new world of shopping malls that are built on top of
them:
At one time there were secret tunnels in the city
and sentry posts in winter, they won’t easily
be swept away by the brandishing arm of the crane
From the shopping arcade of our desires
(城市裏曾有秘密的隧道
冬天的哨崗，不容易
被揮舞的吊臂所抹平
我們慾望商場下一個異鄉的)73

Having been introduced to the lyrical “I” by the resident woman, the ghost decides to visit the
stranger, knocking at his door and exchanging puzzled looks with him, as they both wonder whether
they could be acquainted. At this point the two “fallen cities” participate in the encounter, feeding
fragments of paradigmatic movie narratives about themselves into the lines, before the poem merges
these reminiscences into one single memory-image of crumbling walls that connect the history of
Berlin’s walled East-West divide that fell in the wake of the peaceful revolution of 1989 to Hong
Kong’s Walled City in Kowloon. These walls were demolished against strong citizen resistance
between 1993 and 1994. Moreover, we may feel reminded about the missed opportunity of a
(virtual) wall dismantlement on Beijing’s Tiananmen Square in 1989. The visitor finally ponders
over the difficult choice of urban reconstruction. Shall one integrate the remnants of older strata
or promote the erasure of place-based memory? “How does one rebuild from the ruins?/ We shall
have to learn how to live with ghosts.” (怎從廢墟裡翻新？／我們將要學習如何與鬼魂相處)74
At this point the spectral encounter between the two cities of Hong Kong and Berlin fades out in
perplexed silence.

72 Wong and Ng, A Retrospective, 84.
73 Ibid.
74 Ibid.
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Spectralities of Temporality: Developmental Ruins and the Crisis of Order/s
A profound change in the political economy of time is responsible for the uprooting of
historically grown systems of social order in modernity. Rapid technological development as well
as a new regime of moral transgressions attached to the principle of “economic growth first” have
transformed all spheres of human life, including aesthetic pursuits, which are equally responding to
the accelerated pace of innovation enforced by neoliberal capitalism — if not with the same aim.
Shaviro describes the globalized network society as a severe form of enslavery, turning every moment
in everyone’s life into a kind of profitable labor, even one’s sleep and emotions:
Neoliberalism is not just the ideology or belief system of this form of capitalism. It is also,
more importantly, the concrete way in which the system works. It is an actual set of practices and
institutions. It provides both a calculus for judging human actions, and a mechanism for inciting
and directing those actions.75

This regime leaves no aspect of life uncolonized, which means that there is no external
standpoint, no outside to power and no way to drive the system to self-destruction, as Marx would
have assumed. Indeed, such dehumanizing policies were effectuated during the 1980s by Ronald
Reagan, Margaret Thatcher and Deng Xiaoping 鄧小平: “The full savagery of capitalism was
unleashed, no longer held back by the checks and balances of financial regulation and social welfare.
[...] Neoliberalism now offers us things like personal autonomy, sexual freedom, and individual
‘self-realization’; though of course, these often take on the sinister form of precarity, insecurity, and
continual pressure to perform.” Neoliberal capitalism today promises its subjects lives of utmost
intensity, maximized individual and social investment and maximized return, “while at the same
time it “privatizes, expropriates, and extracts a surplus from everything in sight.”76
Crises and contradictions, rather than endangering the capitalist order, now surprisingly
work to promote and advance the system. They even allow it to renew itself permanently. The
philosophical answer, from Nietzsche to Deleuze/Guattari and Lyotard, was accelerationism,
suggesting that intellectuals can no longer hope to resist this development by means of place-based
consciousness, leftist critique or social protest movements, but should work along the same capitalist
logic and outdo it from within, by becoming even faster than capital in creating technological
innovations.77 However, accelerationism as philosophy or political economy seems to be doomed,
too, under the circumstances of environmental degradation, climate change and other symptoms of
75 Steven Shaviro, “Accelerationist Aesthetics: Necessary Inefficiency in Times of Real Subsumption,” accessed
July 29, 2014, http://www.e-flux.com/issues/46-june-2013/.
76 Ibid.
77 Robin Mackay and Armen Avanessian, eds., #Accelerate# (Falmouth, UK, Berlin: Urbanomic Media Ltd.; in
association with Merve, 2014), 3-46.
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the Anthropocene crisis, and all it can do at present is offer an exacerbated awareness of how we are
trapped. Thus, the accelerationist claim that the key paradigm of modernist art, transgression, can
no longer work as a critical node from the outside and that, therefore, radical immanence is a logical
consequence — though hopefully not the only answer to the problem — has a point: “Where
transgressive modernist art sought to break free from social constraints, and thereby to attain some
radical Outside accelerationist art remains entirely immanent, modulating its intensities in place.”78
In the realm of aesthetic production, Jean-François Lyotard’s philosophy, especially his notions
of postmodernity and — though much less favorably received — libidinal economy, helped to set
up a theoretical framework for accelerationist interventions. Evaluating the emancipatory project
of western modernity by measuring the distance between universalism’s faith in the progress of
humanity and the aggravating human condition of underprivileged multitudes in the late twentieth
century, Lyotard diagnosed a “sort of grief in the Zeitgeist” that prevents us from finding alternative,
sustainable perspectives:
Neither liberalism (economic and political) nor the various Marxisms have emerged from
these bloodstained centuries without attracting accusations of having perpetrated crimes against
humanity....What kind of thought is capable of “relieving” Auschwitz — relieving (relever) in the
sense of aufheben — capable of situating it in a general, empirical, or even speculative process
directed toward universal emancipation? There is a sort of grief in the Zeitgeist. It can find expression
in reactive, even reactionary, attitudes or in utopias — but not in a positive orientation that would
open up a new perspective.79

The author refers in particular to the disenchantment ushered in by the universal, incapacitating
effects of modern, technologized material culture. In pursuit of power and profit maximization,
modern institutions thus turn humans into hungry ghosts:
Technoscientific development has become a means of deepening the malaise rather than
allaying it. It is no longer possible to call development progress. It seems to proceed of its own
accord, with a force, an autonomous motoricity that is independent of us. It does not answer to
demands issuing from human needs. On the contrary, human entities — whether social or individual
— always seem destabilized by the results and implications of development. I am thinking of its
intellectual and mental results as well as its material results. We could say that humanity’s condition
has become one of chasing after the process of the accumulation of new objects (both of practice
and of thought).80

Therefore, the postmodern analysis of contemporary cultural production, in order to enable
78 Ibid.
79 Jean-François Lyotard, The postmodern explained: correspondence, 1982-1985 (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1993), 78.
80 Ibid.
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a comprehensive reflection of the culture crisis, must perform a loop:
[T]he “post-” of “postmodern” does not signify a movement of comeback, flashback, or
feedback, that is, not a movement of repetition but a procedure in “ana-”: a procedure of analysis,
anamnesis, anagogy, and anamorphosis that elaborates an “initial forgetting.”81

The response of accelerationism to Lyotard’s critique is a dynamic, affirmative approach
to technoscience, but since it is overly tolerant of many contradictions this approach remains
contested. A major problem is the practically indistinguishable boundary between capitalist
and critical accelerationisms. Arguably, the Chinese state’s developmental policy up to its latest
program euphemism, the Chinese dream, promotes an accelerationist strategy, allowing developers
relentlessly to dismantle village communities or urban neighborhoods and degrade landscapes in
pursuit of economic growth at all ecological cost.82 The aesthetic response to this phenomenon
can best be observed in a decentered discourse on ruins that distances itself from the western
romantic and modernist appreciations of gothic morbidity without denying their impact. Ye Si’s
poem “Conversation among the Ruins” 廢墟中的對話83 provides an example that offers a postcolonial, cosmopolitan comment on a painting by the same title by Giorgio de Chirico (1927) and
the poem by Silvia Plath on this painting (1956). Considering the mythical background and the
textual layers it is built upon, we may conclude that the painting adresses the European narrative of
civilizational progress, raising doubts about the Promethean gift and its role in leading humankind
into an existential abyss. De Chirico, it can be argued, painted the leftovers of a dismantled house —
no walls or windows, but only a wooden floor, a carpet, a table with tablecloth and two chairs, open
door, cabinet, clock and pillar — including its alienated inhabitants — man in crumpled modern
suit, woman with psyche-knot and neatly draped, white Greek dress — as a critical commentary
on the uncertain promises of a modernity obsessed with dogmatic, authoritarian modernisms. The
painter focused on his epoch’s heedless demolition of the past by placing the fragmented household
within a destitute landscape. Plath, on the other hand, reconnected the scenery with primordial
male-female antagonisms by staging her subjectivity as troubled, divine poetess and hinting at the
unresolvable issues in the stormy relationship with her husband, poet Ted Hughes. Ye Si returns to
the male outlook, imagining a confused house builder who helplessly tries to remember the cause
for a devastating decline of the household that happened despite, or against his will to build and
sustain a comfortable home for his beloved and himself. In this postmodern setting, European
particulars are not in the focus of the lyrical voice. Rather, it highlights a shared pattern of entropy
81 Ibid., 80.
82 Andrea Riemenschnitter, “The Revindication of Environmental Subjectivity: Chinese Landscape Aesthetics
between Crisis and Creativity.” ARI Working Paper Series, WPS 224, accessed August 23, 2014, http://www.
ari.nus.edu.sg/publication_details.asp?pubtypeid=WP&pubid=2447.
83 Wong and Ng, A Retrospective, 149.
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that equally threatens to affect humankind and environments across times, places, cultures and
historical particularities:
It always comes down to this. We meet in the wilds among the rank weeds and cobble up a
room of our own brick by brick, drum up a few essential furnishings, fashion a vestige of decorum,
forge the feeling of home.
Then, pillar by pillar, the walls fall without a sound; windows disappear from sight; stairs
and gardens are gobbled up for no reason we can discern [...]
When the wilderness comes between us and we begin to drift apart, once again, even as I
feel the soft but reassuring tablecloth lying beneath the palm of my hand, it begins to vanish like so
much wizardry. [...]
And then I attempt to recollect: before all of this vanished, while having long conversations
over the dinner table, what was it we talked about?
(總是這樣的。我們在莽莽荒野會面，我們為自己砌好一所房間，添置一些必須
的家具，鋪排一些殘餘的風俗，營造一份家的感覺。
然後，逐漸的，牆壁緩緩無聲地塌落，窗戶消失了，樓梯和花園不知被甚麼吞
沒了[……]
等到荒野進入我們之間，我們只好再度飄泊，各走各的路。我感到柔軟而實在
的琢磨在我的手掌下面逐漸隱形，好像魔術一樣。[……]
然後我們嘗試去追記，在這一切消失以前，在晚餐的桌旁，我們曾經久久地傾
談過的，我們談的是甚麼呢？)84

Even the mythical antagonism between good and evil, together with the question of (divine or
human) agency, both still discernible in de Chirico’s painting and more so in Plath’s ekphrastic
poem, recede into a dynamics of indifferent cosmic cycles that continously hatch beginnings and
ends:
From the very beginning, it has all come down to this. I find myself flopped out in some
hollow in the wilds, suit completely rumpled. Come sunup we work; come nightfall we rest. Chasing
after fresh water and forage we settle down. The bric-a-brac of a lifetime strewn among the ruins of
old abodes, never to be retrieved.
(到頭來總是這樣的。我發現自己睡在荒野的凹拗裏，衣服滿是縐紋。日出而
作，日入而息。逐水草而居。生活裏有許多東西散落在以前安居的那些家裏，再也沒法
找回來。)85

Ye Si’s reflection on the meaning of ruins at his own place and in this epoch’s terms of
large-scale deterritorializations concurrently sheds light on the effects of China’s earlier phases of
iconoclastic modernization up to today’s voracious developmentalism. A nation-wide campaign
against the spiritual and material remnants of the past was inaugurated by the influential advocates of
84 Ibid., translation of last verse adapted.
85 Ibid., my amendments.
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a radical cultural renewal during the May Fourth New Culture movement (1919-1927). After Mao’s
Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) had ended, it was considered the tragic peak of this trend, when
cultural relics of great historical value including ancient temples and art objects were smashed in
collective fervor alongside family treasures like genealogies, books, furniture or ancestor tablets. But
Deng Xiaoping, who resolutely turned away from Mao-style revolutionary movements but in many
ways continued Mao’s policy, is to be credited for an even more forceful regime of destruction, when
whole regions, including their historic city centers, villages and agricultural land could be turned
into rubble regardless of the users’ disapproval, only to be strewn with poorly planned, unsustainable
apartment, industrial and commercial buildings. Ye Si’s poem “Lin Huiyin and Liang Sicheng in
Search of an Ancient Shanxi Temple” 林徽因梁思成尋見山西的古寺 (2000) 86 eulogizes the early
cultural conservation project by Liang Sicheng and his first wife conducted during the early 1930s
— a tedious journey to register, study and rescue ancient timber architecture. The Liangs’ activism
is the reason why a few remarkable temples and pagodas dating back as far as the Tang dynasty (9th
century) could be saved from the rage of the new in the “twilight of the old order:”87
Though there were those who made the course impassable,
you reached the pagoda fatigued, disturbed
to discover that over and over, violence and ignorance had gutted
the building enshrined in your hearts, majestic murals
scraped off and sold to peddlers of cultural relics,
leaving behind only a broken-hearted blank wall.
[...]
After a dazed millenium, you detected the wisdom of the past,
sought the logic and symmetry of timber structures,
astute observations and precise measurements
all recorded in a book,
unaware that at the same time in the far-off capital,
enemy troops had reignited the flames of war and razed new houses,
savages intent on annihilating more civilizations.
(儘管總有人令通路變成不可能
疲乏地抵達一座寶塔，心情矛盾
但見時間、暴力和愚昧反覆刪削
心中的建築，秀麗的壁畫
剷掉賣給文物販子去了
只餘下一堵傷心的空牆
[……]
在千年的昏沉底下看出曾有過的智慧
86 Ibid., 152.
87 Sun Lung-kee, “The Older May Fourth: Twilight of the Old Order.” In: Chow Kai-wing. Beyond the May
Fourth Paradigm: In Search of Chinese Modernity (Lexington Books/Rowman & Littlefied, 2008), 271-292.
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你追隨木結構的理智與平衡
那些靈巧的心思，你們細細丈量
在一本本子上把一切記下來
不知道這時在遠方的京城
敵軍重燃戰火燒掉新的房舍
野蠻將要毀滅更多文明)88

During the 1990s, several Mainland Chinese artists, too, engaged creatively with the symbolism of
ruins and other gothic tropes. Discussing the efforts of five artists who in different ways started to
record the last traces of a rapidly vanishing world, Spalding89 detects a spirit of alienation and grief
in Zhan Wang’s 展望 Ruin Cleaning Project 清洗廢墟計劃 (1994):
There is a terrible contradiction here. On the one hand, they [the agents of development]
oppose tradition and destroy the old culture; on the other, they attempt to revive it in artificial
ways. We cannot simply oppose this current modernization...Your oppositional voice has absolutely
no chance to be heard. My Ruins [sic] Cleaning Project emerged from such a condition. I started
cleaning and restoring a building during its demolition, when the bulldozers had stopped for a few
days. This was not about nostalgia, but about my state of embarrassment and impotence, knowing
that nothing I could do could change or stop this process.90

In his installation art, Wang conducted a series of quasi-religious rituals of cleaning and
repainting on historical buildings marked for demolition. He expressed his attachment to Beijing’s
old hutong neighborhoods as well as a collective melancholy vis-à-vis the unstoppable destruction
in favor of more modern and profitable architecture by means of invented rites of passage: “He first
washed it carefully and then painted doors and windows on it. But scarcely had he finished, when
the building was razed to the ground.”91
Historically, a post-Maoist Zeitgeist of endless repetition and duplication — the “two
88 Wong and Ng, A Retrospective, 152, my minor amendments. It seems ironic that the Liangs’ former home,
an early 20th century Beijing Dongcheng district hutong 胡同 building, was razed to the ground — “by
mistake,” as authorities claimed — in early 2012, when the old hutong buildings were demolished for highrise
reconstruction. The mistake was not committed innocently, though, because there had been a protest
movement consisting of architecture experts as well as ordinary citizens since 2009. Moreover, the demolition
suspiciously took place during a very unlikely work period: the New Year’s holiday of 2012. The final lines of
Ye Si’s poem, first published in 2000 (Ming Pao D4, July 30, 2000), read like a prophetic comment on these
events that provoked clamor even in the Chinese media. See Tania Branigan, “Chinese Developers Demolish
Home of Revered Architects.” The Guardian (January 30, 2012, sec. World News), accessed August 25, 2014,
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2012/jan/30/chinese-developers-demolish-home-architect.
89 David Spalding, “Ghost among the Ruins: Urban Transformation in Contemporary Chinese Art.” California
College of the Arts (2002), 90-115.
90 Quoted in Spalding, “Ghost,” 102.
91 Wu Hung, Making History: Wu Hung on Contemporary Art (Beijing: Timezone 8, 2008), 9.
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methods used to fill up a huge time and space with limited images and words,” thereby creating
a static “meta-language of the Cultural Revolution [that] was therefore never a meta-narrative”92
— was the target of Chinese artists’ “postmodern” deconstruction during the 1980s and 1990s. In
more recent times consumer capitalist urban reconstruction continues to be monitored by artists,
film directors and writers. The “city has become increasingly incoherent and incomprehensible; its
growth is visible from the forest of cranes and scaffolding, the roaring sound of bulldozers, the dust
and mud, all signifiers of a never-ending destruction and construction. Old houses are coming down
everyday to make room for new buildings, often glittering high-rises in a so-called postmodern
style.”93 A considerable part of the demolition in Beijing is to be credited to businessmen operating
from Hong Kong. Wang Zhan notes:
The commercial area in Wangfujing Street is funded by businessmen from Hong Kong,
where the old small and simple houses had undergone vicissitudes. Although they were beautiful
buildings with Chinese and Western styles of architecture combined, they could not escape from
the fate of being demolished. Because the capital needs modernization, needs a commercial district.94

During the 1970s and 1980s, these same businessmen had developed the impressive skyline
of Hong Kong, where historical buildings as well as scenic landscapes were sacrificed for the sake of
shopping malls, office towers and expensive postmodern residential architecture. The prose poem
“Land” 土地 (2011) 95 engages with this period in Hong Kong’s recent history. It is an elegy to the
destroyed land upon which Hong Kong was hastily built, making the city suffer landslides and other
disasters due to the deforestation of the place’s hilly areas. The text observes the proud new owner
of a rare piece of newly opened development space on pristine land as he inspects the profitability
of his latest acquisition, decides on the construction layout and starts building. He acquires his
object of desire in one of the regular government auctions, but has no eye or ear for the beauty of
its idyllic lake and grove; only the beach is (mis)recognized as a natural asset because seaview real
estate yields higher sales value than regular housing. A fairytale-like intervention by the genius loci,
who successively sends three ghost deputees to dissuade the developer from ruining the place, is not
even perceived as strange, in fact it is noticed in passing as a minor nuisance that can be ignored.
While the spirits try to direct his attention to the mysteries of the landscape, bulldozers already
turn it into a wasteland and highrises soar into the sky, thus blocking the passage of a gentle breeze
that used to render the place pleasurable for its inhabitants. Even a major archaeological discovery
cannot retune the developer, and soon another ghost town is ready for the use of the ant-like human
providers of his investment returns. The splendor of the site is turned into legend in accelerationist
92 Ibid., 7.
93 Ibid., 9.
94 Spalding, “Ghost,” 102.
95 Riemenschnitter, Xian Yu Yin, 68-73.
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mode: according to the spirits the lake used to be home to “beautiful gentle mermaids who sing
beautiful tender songs in nights when the moon is full, giving everyone peaceful sleep and sweet
dreams” (水底還有美麗善良的人魚，在月圓之夜唱起美麗溫柔的歌曲，令每個人安睡，
做個甜蜜的夢); the relic found on his construction site belongs to an earlier civilization of giants
who “were much stronger and wiser than people today.” (他們的力氣和智慧可比現在的人強多
了) Providing access to their ancient home could have helped the developer “to understand the past
better” (更明白過去的歷史) while studying “the worldly wisdom of the ancients” (古人生活的智
慧) and in particular “the reasons why such a valiant race died out.” (強悍的種族為什麽滅絕的原
因) Finally, he is warned that without any room for air circulation, people “will dry up and die like
plants.” (像植物一樣枯死) In his world view, such old-fashioned, humanist ideas naturally have
no currency. The fairy-tale manner of the text simultaneously mocks and pities the disempowered
spirits of the past for their outdated, edentulous rhetoric.
Spectralities of Subjectivites and Communities: The Ethical Crisis
Hong Kong is not only haunted by spatial and temporal disorders; it is a corporation of
transit passengers and temporary sojourners whose connections with the place are weak at best.
Even the less mobile members of its population are likely to have seen several different regimes come
and go, none of which they actually chose: from village chieftain governance to British colonial
power, interim Japanese occupation, and finally the handover to Mainland China. Other, inofficial
regimes add to the fluidity of social order: international business and media tycoons and even the
criminal underworld have turned Hong Kong into a thoroughly spectralized community. Its internal
fissures can moreover variously be traced back to traumatic events in the past, adamant class and
race boundaries, or lately to surveillance-centered community aggregation based on informational
algorithms.96 Hong Kong’s status as a society in transit was a popular object of aesthetic reflection
since at least the 1950s, when a high tide of refugees from communist China was absorbed.97 Among
them were many intellectuals, who helped creating a unique, cosmopolitan type of sinophone
literary culture, which from its beginnings florished locally but so far did not receive adequate
academic attention, due to its being perceived by both western and Chinese centers of cultural
modernity as occupying their margins.98
96 Defining automatic discovery of community structures in complex networks as a fundamental task in many
disciplines, Ruan and Zhang present their model of an efficient spectral algorithm to find real or webbased communities based on data derived from web surveillance. This new era of informational community
generation is a phenomenon of spectralization that cannot be discussed in this context. See Ruan Jianhua and
Zhang Weixiong, “An Efficient Spectral Algorithm for Network Community Discovery and Its Applications
to Biological and Social Networks.” ICDM (2007): 643-648.
97 H. C. Leung in Agnes S. Ku and Pun Ngai, eds., Remaking Citizenship in Hong Kong: Community, Nation and
the Global City (1st ed. Abingdon, New York: Routledge, 2004), 90 f.
98 Leung in Andrea Riemenschnitter and Deborah L. Madsen, eds., Diasporic Histories: Cultural Archives of
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A milestone for the community to seriously engage in the quest for a shared sense of belonging
and identity was the signing of the 1984 Sino-British Joint Declaration between Margaret Thatcher
and Deng Xiaoping in Beijing, where the 1997 handover was legally determined. The poem “Pun
Choi on New Year’s Eve” (1996) reflects both the frenzy and weariness related to the British cession
of sovereignty: the lyrical “I” refuses to answer any more questions, explaining that he has done
so too often already. Throughout the poem, the poetic voice reminisces crisscrossing erratically
between the latest Hong Kong traffic news, its public and private New Year celebration sites, human
relationships, government speeches, festive illuminations, flashes of local memory, media reports
and the bits and pieces of the day’s brain activity, while sitting at dinner table eating Pun Choi — a
potluck dish with legendary origins attributed to the New Territories99 — with family and friends on
New Year’s Eve. The eclectic mixture of ingredients mirrors the randomness of human relations, while
insecurity about the imminent political change culminates in an indeterminate choice of symbols
and rituals: half-dismantled Christmas lighting, fireworks cascading umbrella-like, raised flags, ship
sirens, honking cars, and among this cacophony of lucky charms the usual Jardine’s midnight gun
salute. “Wasn’t like this last year...” (去年不是這樣的)100 The out-of-jointedness of the city’s time,
unusually visible on this particular New Year’s Eve, is marked by arbitrary count-downs based on
random time estimates, because nobody can tell the exact time. Meanwhile, the transition from
colony to Chinese nationality is represented in contradictory images: of simultaneous machinic
speed and pompous power demonstrations on the one hand; and severe community lifeline blockages
through traffic jams together with flashes of disaster memories about a past New Year’s fire calamity
in the popular party district Lan Kwai Fong 蘭桂坊 on the other. Furthermore, the poem registers
the coming and going of street names and whole neighborhoods, while repeatedly underscoring the
persistence of traffic jams as the only markers of continuity. Though no ghosts make their discernible
appearance in this poem, it enacts a scene of crisis and irritation. Yet, it simultaneously invokes a
however weak sense of solidarity: “‘We must remember the less fortunate in our society’./ ‘Those
in hardship because our industry is undergoing a phase of restructuring.’/ Those we love and hate.”
(「我們要記住社會上環境惡劣的人。」／「因為工業轉型而生活有困難的人。」我們愛
和恨的人。) Images of a shared space connect the unfortunate with the privileged in a manner not
unlike the indiscriminate mixture of high and low ingredients in the dinner dish:
From a brown hotchpotch you take a mouthful.
Chinese Transnationalism (Hong Kong University Press, 2009), 23-42.
99 “A traditional Hakka dish, a New Territories version of a potlatch, a huge ceramic bowl filled with everything
available stewed forever, set in the centre of huge tables and shared,” explains Henry Tsang. See: Henry Tsang,
ed., City at the End of Time: Hong Kong 1997 (Vancouver: The Pomelo Project, 1998), 12. For ingredients, dish
composition and legends around Pun Choi see http://www.timeout.com.hk/restaurants-bars/features/63768/
pun-choi-passion.html; last viewed January 25, 2014.
100 Wong and Ng, A Retrospective, 132.
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Is it meat? Or vegetable? Are there vegetables I like?
Fireworks. Chief Executive. Mushrooms. Deep fried fish head and fillets.
Black moss. Dried day-lily. All mixed together.
[...]
A passenger in the train. A pedestrian.
A street-sleeper. A man with a pink Rolls-Royce and a commode.
A wall-scribbler claiming to be King of Kowloon City.101
Hands poised.
Chopsticks in mid-air. Something hard to describe is just outside the door.
(你在一堆深褐色的東西裏不知嚐了一口甚麼
是肉？是菜？這裏面可有我想吃的菜？
煙花。特首。冬菇。炸頭腩。髮菜。金針。
都混在一起了。
[……]
一個坐在車廂裏的人。一個走路的人。
一個露宿的人。一個有粉紅色勞斯萊斯和馬桶的。
一個牆上塗鴉自稱九龍城皇帝的人。手舉起。
筷子聚在半空。有些說不分明的甚麼就在門檻外。)102

The problem of creating a sustainable social order that can contain the spiraling circuits of
urban consumption based on desire, violence, space compression and accelerationism was pondered
earlier in Italo Calvino’s Invisible Cities (1972). In this novel, Kublai Khan and Marco Polo reflect
the past and future of cities that the one claims to have seen and the other undertakes to know
scientifically, by reading encyclopedias, maps, and eye-witness reports. Marco Polo’s descriptions
of fifty-five cities are arranged into a pattern of eleven categories, each of which features five cities.
Within these eleven categories, the Fibonacci sequence is observed — a mathematical principle found
around the date of birth of Marco Polo by Leonardo da Pisa, pen-named Fibonacci (c.1170-c.1240)
— in a spiraling sequence of recurring city characteristics. In nature, the Fibonacci sequence secures
a perfect, spiraling order of growth, i.e., when flower petals or seeds arrange themselves according
to what is called the golden angle: mutual obstruction and gaps in between are rendered impossible
by a pattern based on irrational numbers. This perfection of the natural law is simulated in reverse
order in Calvino’s text. There could not be a more striking contrast with the corrupt social practice
of the novel’s urban communities. Venice occupies the center of Marco Polo’s urban kaleidoscope as

101 This line refers to graffiti artist Tsang Tsou-choi 曾灶財 (1921-2007), who called himself King of Kowloon
九龍皇帝 ( Jiulong Huangdi) and defied British law as well as the new Chinese rule by “colonizing” public
space with his calligraphy of protest. See Mike Ingham, Hong Kong: A Cultural History (Oxford: Hong Kong
University Press, 2007), 198, who translates correctly as “Emperor of Kowloon,” which is not the commonly
used English rendition, however.
102 Ibid.
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the place of the storyteller’s origins and his nostalgia.103 It is interesting to note that, forty years after
Calvino’s spectralization of Venice, Giorgio Agamben has turned it into a specter of itself entirely.104
The final message of “Invisible Cities” is a wake-up call, saying that we are all, in ever-narrowing,
regressive spirals, settling down in the infernal city — a hell that is not thought of as something
ahead of us, but already as full reality. There are two ways, according to Marco Polo, to avoid
suffering from living in this infernal reality:
The first is easy for many: accept the inferno and become such a part of it that you can no
longer see it. The second is risky and demands constant vigilance and apprehension: seek and learn
to recognize who and what, in the midst of the inferno, are not inferno, then make them endure,
give them space.105

Calvino’s work not only contributes to the development of an urban spectral aesthetics, but at
the same time functions as an avant-garde example of an ecocritical, creative response to the problems
of the Anthropocene. The radical operations of global capital — its destruction of local eco-systems
through biopiracy, exploitative modernization and uneven development, its reorganization of social
relations, reification of the human, and alienation of the non-human repressed that consequently
returns to haunt in the shape of natural catastrophes, plagues, viral excrescences, hyperfecundity,
monstrous transformations of bodies — are rendered visible in Marco Polo’s grotesque street scenes
of overpopulated, crime-ridden, waste-infested cityscapes. Spectral aesthetics relate the totality of
the capitalist world-system to an emergent “global uncanny of nature,” argues Sharae Deckard.
Therefore, the process of ecological unconscionisation, or ideological mystification of ecological
degradation, must be exposed through such literary stagings of the zombies of extractive capitalism
in order to arrest the fatal development.106
Calvino’s imaginary infernal city of global modernity recently witnessed the birth of a rural
double in mainland China. Yan Lianke’s 閻連科 novel The Dream of Ding Village 丁莊夢107 evokes a
gothic countryside, where the peasants are treated as integral part of the exploitable natural resources.
Haunted by and catering to urban consumerist desires until nothing is left save the exhausted, naked
soil, the Aids epidemic-ridden villagers do not even find it strange to admire a splendid necropolis
built by the newly rich family of brokers for their own deceased members. However, as soon as the
103 Medha Patel-Schwarz, “Notes on Invisible Cities by Italo Calvino,” accessed January 24, 2014, http://archive.
is/zj9ud.
104 Agamben in Blanco and Pereen, Spectralities Reader, 473-477.
105 Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities (New York: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2013), 165.
106 Deckard, “Spectral Aesthetics: Economic and Ecological Crisis in the Global Novel,” accessed December 14, 2014,
http://www.historicalmaterialism.org/conferences/annual7/ttmp/spectral-aesthetics-economic-and-ecologicalcrisis-in-the-global-novel/?searchterm=None.
107 Yan Lianke 閻連科, Ding zhuang meng 丁莊夢 [The Dream of Ding Village] (Shanghai 上海: Shanghai wenyi
chubanshe 上海文藝出版社, 2006).
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funeral is over some of them destroy the elaborate tomb in a rage. Based on three years of research
on the blood-selling scandal in Henan province, The Dream of Ding Village was written as a critique
of China’s runaway economic development since the 1990s. Encouraged to sell their blood in order
to build better houses for themselves, the villagers entrust themselves to ruthless blood merchants
who overexploit them and extract the blood with used needles. As the village meets with a rapidly
increasing death rate, all the village trees are cut down for coffins. When blood and wood become
too rare to remain tradeable commodities, the merchants turn to selling underground marriages
between deceased, unmarried villagers to their grieving parents. The ghost child narrator, who
symbolizes the murdered future of the nation, bonds with the past, represented by his grandfather,
to accuse the infernal present embodied by his vampiric, bloodsucking father. The tale is told in
a succession of dreams featuring the dead child as he speaks to his living grandfather. The tombs
made by the father for his son and his brother, the child’s uncle whose tragic love story hints at a
blocked alternative path to rural modernity, resemble exquisite villas ornamented with dazzling
images of the most advanced, modern urban appliances and architecture. The dystopian necropolis
thus assembled by an affluent patriarch contains allusions to a Yuan-dynasty text about the collapse
of the Southern Song dynasty, the Dream of Splendor at the Eastern Capital 東京夢華錄, written by
Meng Yuanlao 孟元老.108 The uncanny return of this remote past is not a figure of gothic reversal.
As in Calvino’s novel, the new order is exposed as a dangerous threat to the planet and the future
of its inhabitants rather than the solution to an imperfect past. Therefore, the end of the ancient
“Dream” comes by almost as a minor incident in an otherwise idyllic setting, as compared with the
apocalyptic setting in the modern “Dream.” In the end, a lonely heartbroken grandfather is the last
survivor to mourn his devastated village. In his final dream he witnesses the goddess Nüwa starting
her creation labor all over from scratch.
This strictly local inferno is matched by a transnational scene of nemesis in Leung Ping-kwan’s
novella “Passage of the Drowned” 淹死者的超度.109 By tracing the ghosts of drowned migrant
workers in an undersea empire the story reflects the implications of global deterritorialized labor that
entails an ethical crisis leading to community disintegration, an uncontrolled exploitation of human
resources and increased crime rates. It is a story about systemic inequality as exposed in the accidents
that befell Chinese immigrant workers who were employed under appalling conditions in businesses
registered in Europe. The tragic deaths of twenty-one Chinese people in the 2004 Morecambe Bay
cockling disaster as well as many more garment factory workers unable to escape fire accidents in
Italy inspired the author to let their unappeased souls seek salvation from a young Daoist adept.
He visits a French monastery turned into an international writers’ center — modeled after the
108 Meng Yuanlao 孟元老, Dongjing meng hualu zhu 東京夢華錄注 (Hong Kong: Commercial Press 商務印書
館, 1975). It was completed by the author in 1147 but first published forty years later.
109 Leung Ping-kwan, “Yansizhe de chaodu” 淹死者的超度 [“Passage of the Drowned”], Zihua 字花 [Fleurs Des
Lettres] (April-September 2007), accessed 12 October, 2014, http://www.fleursdeslettres.com/.blog/?page_
id=52.
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Monastère de Saorge, Provence, where the author had stayed as a writer-in-residence in 2005 —
where he is supposed to restore a classic religious text venerated in Daoist and Buddhist circles that
had been torn apart and scattered across the globe by various colonial dealers. Upon his successful
retrieval of manuscript bits from Hong Kong, Japan, England and France, he is robbed. Having lost
his valuable collection of data together with his computer, he struggles to recover the missing details
from memory, while also enjoying to learn about the life stories and academic pursuits of his fellow
scholars at the monastery. Absorbed in demanding meditation and writing practices, he occasionally
roams the surrounding mountainous landscape, enjoying the view from high above the sea. These
excursions lure him into two surreal adventures. One brings him in touch with a mysterious ocean
fairy who asks him to deliver a letter to her kingly father in the depths of the sea. Accompanied
by an undersea knight and able to breathe underwater thanks to a magic pill, he traverses strange
kingdoms and cities, where he encounters several dystopian communities reminiscent of Calvino’s
Invisible Cities.110 The other adventure befalls him upon his desire to eat seafood, which he buys
from a suspicious Chinese restaurant by the sea. Back in the kitchen, the food comes to life as a pack
of mischievous demons trying to play tricks on him. Just in time, the abbot of the monastery comes
to his rescue. In the final showdown, the adept manages to put together and recite in correct order
the core exorcist ritual of his classic and thereby helps the distressed undersea ghosts to find their
passage to salvation.111
Seen from the various geopolitical angles of our four texts, the global culture crisis reproduces
haunted subjects and communities who find themselves left alone, and thus angst-ridden, in
their struggles to survive in an increasingly strange and hostile world. This allows the forces of a
global capitalist regime to turn them into their puppets and could not be farther away from the
enlightenment paradigms of modernity: empowering the subject for a meaningful (community)
life. Group identity in Hong Kong is a matter of getting somewhere in time to eat pun choi together
on New Year’s eve. During the year a regime may change and a divorce may happen, one might get
stuck in so many traffic jams, learn about terrible accidents like the death of young people trapped in
a burning disco, anxiously watch the Hang Seng index rise and fall, recalculate one’s tax duties and
110 The movie “To Liv(e)” by Hong Kong writer and director Evans Chan provides one of the many subtexts
to Leung’s narrative. The film was designed as a response in letters to movie star Liv Ullmann, who had
brought forward critique of the Hong Kong way of dealing with Vietnamese boat people. There is a quotation
from a chapter on the city of Aglaura, which is read as a chiffre of Hong Kong in “Invisible Cities.” See
Hector Rodriguez, “The Fragmented Commonplace: Alternative Arts and Cosmopolitanism in Hong Kong,”
in Jenny Kwok Wah Lau, ed., Multiple Modernities: Cinemas and Popular Media in Transcultural East Asia
(Philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press, 2003), 132.
111 For an in-depth analysis of the mythological sources employed in “Passage,” as well as the somewhat hard
to find, three-partite print edition of the text, see Lau Yin-ping 劉燕萍, “Shenhua, fankang wushu yu
chengzhang” 神話、反抗巫術與成長 [“Mythology, Rebellious Wizardry and Growth”], in Chen Suyi 陳素
怡, ed., Ye Si zuopin pinglun ji (xiaoshuo bufen) 也斯作品評論集(小說部份) [Anthology of Critical Work on Ye
Si’s Oeuvre (Fiction)]. (Hong Kong: Clickpress, 2001), 385-99.
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run after more business opportunities. However, happiness has become something ephemeral, or
even just a meaningless word casually dropped in polite conversation: “Goodbye to one relationship.
Hello to another. Are you happy?”112 In the hinterlands of Henan province, as elsewhere in China,
urban entrepreneurship is wreaking havoc to what may still be left of a traditional village community
spirit. The obsession of villagers with burial rites in “The Dream of Ding Village” suggests that, while
religious rituals have managed to reconquer some space of hope for the desperate, they do not seem
to serve the living other than providing illusions about a better afterlife for propertied individuals.
“Passage of the Drowned” asks pressing questions about transnational solidarity in times when
multitudes find themselves entangled, or even spellbound, within the black magic of extractive
capitalism. When the Daoist roams the undersea empire, he encounters the most grotesque mirror
images of the contemporary terrestrian economy:
Elegantly dressed gentlemen were seated at a round table, gambling [...] Mysteriously,
whatever dropped on the floor among the chips and money on the game table and the delicacies,
which they never ceased stuffing into their mouths, were all transformed into human body parts:
heaps of maimed limbs and trunks.
Fraud, fraud, fraud!, the turning roulette wheel cursed with a grinding voice. Next to this
the show of a magician went on. He put scattered litter into his hat and retrieved from it beautiful
objects. He kneaded a chunk of mud until it turned into a gigantic picture. He cut it into myriads
of small stamps, which he sold one by one to the people in the crowd. Everybody was eager to buy
them. The magician roared with laughter: slaves, slaves, slaves!
Upon this he announced that he would help everybody sow and grow money with his
cornucopia, which made them queue up in front of him — waiting impatiently to deliver their
banknotes! The magician waved his handkerchief and thus produced a whole supermarket; he
sprinkled grains of sand into a fish basin, upon which the fish immediately turned into countless
lobsters; he let oil drops trickle into the water which transformed them into myriads of oilfish. He
put name stickers for amberjack on the latter and sold them as such.113 The bellies of those who ate
them were transformed into gasoline stations; if connected with the fuel pipe of their cars the output
was enough for them to run for a whole day!
(華衣美服的富人圍著一張圓桌賭博[……]奇怪，輪盤上的籌碼、桌上堆積的資
本、川流不息送進口中的美食、掉落地上的殘屑，都是人形：扭曲的四肢、堆疊的胴
體。
輪盤不斷地轉，發出沙啞低沉的疊唱：欺騙、欺騙、欺騙！
魔術表演一直在進行，魔術師就近把身體的殘骸放進帽中，卻變出種種美麗的
112 Wong and Ng, A Retrospective, 132.
113 This alludes to the 2007 Hong Kong Oilfish controversy, when Hong Kong’s PARKnSHOP supermarket
was fined HK$45,000 for selling oilfish as cod fish in its stores between October 2006 and January 2007.
When consumers eating the fish suffered diarrhea, complaints were filed against the supermarket chain,
leading to an investigation by the Centre for Food Safety. Many other supermarkets, shops and restaurants
selling Chinese food, even in Canada, were also found selling oilfish as codfish. See http://www.scmp.com/
article/620011/parknshop-fined-over-oilfish-scandal; accessed August 9, 2014.
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事物來。魔術師把一撮泥土握在手中，卻變出一張廣廈萬千的圖像，他剪成許多一小格
一小格印花，分別賣給萬千眾人。大家買到了欣喜莫名。魔術師哈哈大笑：奴隸、奴
隸、奴隸！
魔術師拿出一個聚寶盆，要幫大家種錢，大家都排隊把鈔票交給他了！
魔術師把手帕一揚，就變出一所超級市場；他把沙粒往魚缸一撒，就變出無數
龍蝦；他把油往水裡一灑，就變出無數油魚，他貼上銀鱈魚的名字出售，吃過的人肚裡
變了油站，供汽車插上油管，就可以行車一天。)114

Forty years after “Invisible Cities” came out, there is not more room for Marco Polo’s advice to
“seek and learn to recognize who and what, in the midst of the inferno, are not inferno, then make
them endure, give them space.”115 Or is there? The philosopher Peter Singer proposes a new ethical
model that seriously tackles the damages globalization is inflicting on societies, environments and
the planet as a whole. Situating the major failures in national leaders and transnational business
chieftains who refuse to take responsibility as participants of “one atmosphere,” “one economy,”
“one law,” and “one community,” he suggests adapting supra-national institutions like the WTO so
as to prepare them to meet new ethical challenges. A global moral agreement, he contends, must
“serve all those who live on this planet in a way that no previous ethic has ever done.”116
Spectralities of Matter and Perception: Visits from the Beyond
The authority of such a supranational institution must be guaranteed by a superpower that
transcends national boundaries and particular interests, a condition which so far could not be achieved
by global stakeholders. The failure to establish globally binding rules for sustainable societies illustrates
an ethical crisis that is continuously aggravated by the accelerated evolution of biotechnologies and
their digital extensions.117 As these help to transform ever more planetary matter including human
bodies into disposable, exploitable resources, a number of eco-philosophical responses suggest to
establish a supranational ethical community based on Spinoza’s denial of the Cartesian distinction
between mind and matter. From the former’s paradigm of one all-inclusive cosmic substance —
Deus sive natura, or God or nature — eco-theories derive the three ethical principles of intrinsic
value, biocentric egalitarianism and self-realization. In the name of environmental justice, these
principles are meant to reach beyond human benefit, for instance by reevaluating the distribution of
rights among all modes of substance.118 Concurrently with these posthumanist concerns, the human
114 Leung, “Yansizhe,” ch.7; my translation.
115 Calvino, Invisible, 165.
116 Peter Singer, One World: The Ethics of Globalization (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2004), 12.
117 Cary Wolfe, What Is Posthumanism? (Minneapolis, Minn: University of Minnesota Press, 2010), 283-99.
118 Rosi Braidotti, “Yes, There Is No Crisis — Working Towards the Posthumanities,” International Journal for
History, Culture and Modernity 1.2 (December 2013): 187-99; Alex Guilherme, “Metaphysics as a Basis for
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desire for metaphysical rewards returns to be recycled in new social patterns — strangely not only
among the exploited multitudes, but also among the profiteers of the system. The developer who
does not care to see the wisdom of the sunken world beneath his highrise plantation in Ye Si’s prose
poem “Land” is most probably the customer of some fengshui 風水 diviner, thanks to whom he
hopes to receive the lucky numbers for his investments.119
Beginning from his early poems, Ye Si developed a post-anthropocentric aesthetic approach
to things. His thing poetry liberates matter from modern functionalist appropriations by opening
up new perspectives or engaging allegedly non-articulate “others” in dialogues. Not accidentally,
several editions of his selected poems were given programmatic, matter-related titles such as
Vegetable Politics 蔬菜的政治 (2006), Foodscape 食事地域誌 (1997), Clothink 衣想 (1998), and
East West Matters 東西 (2000). Political, ethical and historical issues are creatively refracted through
the prism of significant parts of material culture, while the spectralized identities of threatened,
abused, destroyed or lost things are shown to ascend into a poetic universe of their own. In the
poem “A Humpback Whale Comes to Hong Kong” 座頭鯨來到香港120 a puzzled observer collects
impressions of the numbness of his fellow urbanites towards what is happening around them, while
they single-mindedly chase after individual profit. Mediating between the expectations of spectators
and the imagined intentions of a whale that was spotted near Lamma island on March 18, 2009,
the lyrical “I” contemplates the amnesia of the locals, who have long forgotten the original shape
of the sea around Hong Kong before large-scale land reclamation. As they themselves do not think
much of the space they inhabit, nor of themselves as a community, they cannot but wonder why the
whale has come to visit:
This is a city that’s good at forgetting
They don’t think much of themselves
They feel nothing particularly important could ever happen here
Secretly rejoicing at the chance of picking up something on the cheap
they go out to sea to steal a look
so as to have something to boast about at dinner next day
That’s enough for them
(這兒是個善忘的城市
他們都不大看得起自己
老覺得該沒有甚麼大事會在這兒發生
Deep Ecology: An Enquiry into Spinoza’s System,” Trumpeter 27.3 (September 2011): 60–78; Eccy De Jonge,
Spinoza and Deep Ecology: Challenging Traditional Approaches to Environmentalism (Aldershot: Ashgate,
2004).
119 See Kent Ewing, “Feng shui masters milking Hong Kong,” accessed September 3, 2014, http://www.atimes.
com/atimes/China/LL03Ad01.html. On the western environmentalist appropriation of fengshui as an
idealistic misconception, see Ole Bruun, Fengshui in China: Geomantic Divination Between State Orthodoxy
and Popular Religion (Copenhagen: NIAS Press, 2003), 233.
120 Riemenschnitter, Xian Yu Yin, 60-3.
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只是偷偷慶幸撿到便宜
順便出海偷瞄幾眼
明天在飯桌上炫耀兩句
這就夠了) 121

Preoccupied as they are with their daily affairs — boasting over dinner with friends, swimming in
a child’s pool, filling in forms, receiving polite phone calls — they can only come up with equally
vapid responses to the advent of this extraordinary messenger. While they take their easy pictures
using a handy replica in the shape of an inflated plastic whale bought cheaply in some sales offer,
they do not even notice that they are witnesses of a historical crisis. This is what the whale, as the
representative of a large group of nearly extinct maritime mammals, has come to tell them in vain,
the observer realizes regretfully. The disaster that lurks behind the depletion of the ocean’s resources
is simply ignored:
They never in the least expected
and they could never believe
that you’d come because of this place
that you’d come because of them
and that you’d come to bring them the ocean’s warning
(他們完全沒有想到
他們永遠不會相信
你是為這個地方而來
你是為他們而來
你是為他們帶來了海洋的警告)122

Between the whale’s “bringing the ocean’s warning” and the people’s going “out to sea to steal
a look/ so as to have something to boast about at dinner next day” (順便出海偷瞄幾眼／明天
在飯桌上炫耀兩句) there is the diagnosis of a blindness that by far exceeds this particular event.
The ethical crisis the poem hints at is rooted in the denial of an ecological principle developed from
Spinozan one-substance philosophy: humans are no privileged members of the cosmic system, and
the fulfillment of their desires should not militate against the basic rights of others, including future
generations and other species. Comparing the (assumed) motivation of the whale’s journey — to
protect its habitat for the sake of planetary survival — and the attitude of Hong Kong urbanites,
who only chase after the anomaly in pursuit of a short-term visual thrill, the event exposes human
denial in view of the fact that species extinction has reached an alarming rate. The creation of
new, unpredictable hybrids in artificial assemblages of material bodies under an accelerationist
regime of global biotechnological innovation moreover obfuscates the vanishing of evolutionary
121 Ibid.
122 Ibid. Translation by Helen Wallimann.
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species. Further sublimating planetary matter in an excessive image production by the mass media,
accelerationism continuously produces and inflates virtual spaces of experience, whereas knowledge
about the real world via sense perception becomes less and less accessible. Donna Haraway gives
this development a positive twist, explaining her attitude with the image she calls “Jim’s Dog.”
This accidental dead wood and moss formation of a squatting dog, photographed by a friend of
hers called Jim, exemplifies how our “kind of capacity for perception and sensual pleasure ties us
to the lives of our primate kin,” but also brings together the worlds of biological species diversity
and the “histories of IT engineering, electronic product assembly-line labor, mining and IT waste
disposal, plastics research and manufacturing, transnational markets, communication systems, and
technocultural consumer habits.”123 According to Haraway, the special relationship we can establish
between ourselves and natural phenomena by imagining a third, mediating id-entity delivering to
our vision the shape, but not the actual flesh of a dog, suggests the possibility of alternative meanings
of being part of life on this planet. She observes:
The people and the things are in mutually constituting, intra-active touch. Visually and
tactically, I am in the presence of the intersectional race-, sex-, age-, class-, and region-differentiated
systems of labor that make Jim’s dog alive. Response seems the least that is required in this kind of
wordliness.124

Acknowledging the possibility of abuse that these new body technologies can inhere, Rosi
Braidotti argues for resistance against two trends, namely resignation and euphoria, with respect
to the current neoliberal, informatics-based forms of domination. She propounds a vision of
“nomadic” subjectivity, which transposes — that is, shifts in accordance with a given set of rules,
in her case of Marxist-Deleuzian origin — its residual political passions onto an ethical quest for
alternatives. In her attempt to overcome resignation induced by the systemic forms of environmental
rights violation, Braidotti welcomes all attempts to overcome the human-non-human boundary.
According to her, even death should no longer be feared in this kind of experimental posthumanism,
but looked on as a privileged site for liberation and renewal. Consequently, she envisions emergent
subjectivities that are no longer bound to conventional bodies, nor afraid of dying, but in pursuit
of a new ethical conscience that can be universally accepted while at the same time perceiving
themselves as continuously temporary, or nomadic:
The subject of postmodernity is caught beween humanistic expectations of decency and
dignity and the growing evidence of a post-human universe of ruthless power-relations mediated by
technology. [...] Nomadic subjectivity is a contested space of mutations that follow no technological
directives and no moral imperatives. What kind of ethics is possible for such a subject is [...] an open
123 Donna Jeanne Haraway, When Species Meet (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2008), 5.
124 Ibid.
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challenge.125

Ye Si’s thing poetry does not engage with the material consequences, nor does it accord such
importance to the latest urban phantasmagoria of radically reassembled subjects.126 Rather, the poet
configures postmodern urban alienation as a problem of mental and emotional closure, or blockage,
and envisions a new perspective on things of (human) daily usage as well as on their tangible
relationship with local spiritual concerns as a possible remedy. His poem “Love With Pigeons”
鴿情127 revisits older, local modes of subject formation, which could serve as a source of ethical
inspiration for the hypermodern metropolis, by summoning a pigeon spirit. Based on another story
from the above-mentioned Liaozhai-collection, the poem, which is part of a cycle of eleven Liaozhai
remakes,128 addresses an unspecified visitor, who arrives to reciprocate an earlier visit. The host
introduces himself as a vagabond whose name is not to be revealed, and also not important to know.
The visitor is enchanted by the vagabond’s rare breed of white, transparent pigeons, and especially
by a pas-de-deux dance of a couple of large and small birds. Seeing his guest eager to possess these
precious birds he entrusts the couple with pure, transparent jade eyes and crystal body to him, not
without admonishing him to remain steadfast in his appreciation of the treasured breed. A warning
follows: over time one experiences emotional vicissitudes; therefore, it is difficult to be exclusively
attached to one particular form of (animal) beauty. “A person can be moved/ by beautiful things,
but our hovering in the air/ is not a charm, sentiments cannot easily be possessed by playful animal
admiration.” (一個人能看見／美好的事物總會動心，但我們的飛翔／不是一種奇技，感情
難變蓄賞的玩意)129 The poem ends with an announcement: in the end, the “I” will depart in the
shape of pure whiteness, not wanting to be sought after by name. Some important details of the
original story are not mentioned, but implied in the short text. The pigeon-lover of the Liaozhai
novella receives as a gift from the nocturnal interlocutor a pair of pigeons, but not the ones he would
have liked most to possess. Nevertheless, he takes good care of his new variety and soon is rewarded
with offspring. One day he decides to offer a pair of white pigeons to a high official, an acquaintance
125 Rosi Braidotti, Transpositions: On Nomadic Ethics (Cambridge: Polity, 2006), 4.
126 There is a reflection on an exhibition of Belgian art, where fragmented and reassembled matter including
human body parts were declared to symbolize — mistakenly, in the poet’s view — fragmented postcolonial
identities such as Hong Kong’s. A discussion of his critique will be attempted elsewhere. See Ye Si, Xianggang
wenhua shi lun 香港文化十論 [Ten Disquisitions on Hong Kong Culture] (Hangzhou 杭州: Zhejiang daxue
chubanshe 浙江大學出版社, 2012), 102-20.
127 Leung, You shi, 224.
128 The edition used by me contains only ten poems — “Stone Immortal” 石仙 (“Shi Xian”) is missing. See Chan
Ping-leung 陳炳良, “Xugou de aiqing, aiqing de xugou — du Liang Bingjun de ‘Zhiyi shiyi shou’” 虛構
的愛情，愛情的虛構 —— 讀梁秉鈞〈誌異十一首〉[Fictional Love and the Fiction of Love — On Leung
Ping-kwan’s ‘Eleven Adaptations of Liaozhai’”], in Chan So-yee 陳素怡, ed., Jianyue de yexing: Liang Bingjun
xinshi zuopin pinglun ziliao huibian 僭越的夜行：梁秉鈞新詩作品評論資料彙編 [Nocturnal Transgressions:
Compilation of Critical Materials on Leung Ping-kwan’s Poetry] (Hong Kong: Clickpress, 2012), 330-5.
129 Leung, You shi, 224. My retranslation.
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of his father’s. Not hearing anything from the receiver, he inquires after a while, only to learn that
the official has eaten the gift. Upon this, the donor of the parent pigeons returns to reclaim the
remaining group of white pigeons as his children. They all fly away cooing.130
Taking into account this background to Ye Si’s poem, we can read the donor as a pigeon spirit
who is capable of single-minded emotional devotion, and the breed of white birds as symbols of his
advanced self-cultivation. Projected on the matter/bodies of the birds can be, in a further allegorical
loop, the relationship between Mainland China and Hong Kong. The pigeon breeders would, in
this reading, be the ones to be held responsible for the flourishing of both “birds” as well as for their
mutual support. One internal fold of this narrative would show how the couple of large and small
pigeons (Mainland and Hong Kong) can mate, like each other and have good offspring, which are
then to be protected carefully from exploitation or neglect. Another reading could imagine Hong
Kong as the family of rare pigeons and Mainland China as the devoted pigeon lover. The final verses
of the poem warn the receiver not to squander or harm the beautiful gift. If we decide to avoid
nationalized political allegories, it can also be rewarding to focus on the poem’s reflection of the
problem of emotional attachment. The harm done to others when first granting and later randomly
withdrawing one’s affection is rendered readable as a ruinous, wasteful social practice stemming
from the economic system’s exploitation of a common human weakness. Shifting the perspective
from the human to a transcendental realm, the idea that spirit can be consolidated into superior
matter through careful self-cultivation, and subjective agency can be presumed to take place in the
behavior of nonhuman (in other contexts even in non-animate) beings, can be seen as a homage to,
reminder, and postmodern re-coding of the shared Daoist heritage.131
Spectral reproductions in our contemporary, globalizing cultural discourse not only cover
visual, but also oral aspects. In Hong Kong they continued to occupy a cultural space in transmitted
forms such as traditional Chinese opera and its modern adaptations. Ghosts incorporate allegories of
death, destruction, crime, and haunted commemoration, which are related to emotional upheaval:
desire, loss, anxiety, and trauma. Drawing from Benjamin, Freud and Debord, Pile argues that
postmodern cities secretly constitute themselves in a nocturnal, phantasmagorical dimension made
of modernity’s repressed histories and desires. This emotional undercurrent exerts agency in collective
dream-work, magic-work, blood-work and grief-work, thereby creating a spectral community of
sleepwalkers, magicians, vampires and ghosts.132 When they articulate themselves in the real city,
their whispers, sighs, hummings, murmurings and silences can be in danger of being drowned
in the everyday noise — but not quite so in the realm of the arts. While the visual capture of
hitherto unnoticed spectralities through the camera lens was first thematized and termed as optical
unconscious by Walter Benjamin, Wolfe pairs the analog image reproduction technologies with
130 See Pu Songlin, “Ge Yi” 鴿異 [“A Strange Matter Concerning Pigeons”], in Liaozhai zhiyi, 404-7.
131 Roger T. Ames, “Taoism and the Nature of Nature.” Environmental Ethics 8.4 (1986): 317-50.
132 Steve Pile, Real Cities. Modernity, Space and the Phantasmagorias of City Life (London: SAGE, 2005).
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an echography of audio materials. The transformation of analog into digital media, as exemplified
by the significantly altered reproduction of the analog record in 2006, implied a loss of bodily
materiality and the subjection of communities to “the alterity and radical otherness of time.” Any
locality determines its understanding of time, place and community in relation to a process of global
spectralization that depends on the teletechnologies and digitalization of memory-support-systems,
he argues.133 In the age of digital information, the relationship between data, matter, memory and
ideas has become so fluid that one can no longer distinguish between the morbidity of the living
matter and the liveliness of the dead specters.
This fluidity of perceptual boundaries informs one of the most profoundly mystical poems
by Ye Si, “Ghost Money.” 冥鏹134 From the ashes of a traditional ceremony of burning ghost money
for the dead raises a symphony of rainbow colours: the poem addresses a ritual that modernity had
rejected due to its superstitious content, but here it is resurrected as an enthralling spectacle, though
without a sound:
the fire god dances in the ash
the black petals
a strangely alluring flower
her own grace
nothing of his
from earth’s depths
from mouldering leaves, the strew
of twigs’ decay, red eyes behold
your future, mine
candles drip their tears till daybreak,
one bead after another, the slow ripple
spreading, thickening, joining this journey
to sky’s end, down an endless road
from one life to the next
how can you repay
water’s blue affections?
purple’s our regret
the world’s human baggage
impossible to cast off
the faded paper fortunes
discarded in wilderness
133 Wolfe, Posthumanism, 298.
134 Wong and Ng, A Retrospective, 50.
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where leaves again sprout green
he worships history’s beasts
wane willows, fan palms weave
a thatch of weeds and shadow
in an obscure corner
wine poured for sacrifice
among yellow, withered leaves,
a bright burst of red
sings words no one hears
(祝融在跳舞
從灰燼裏
開出詭麗的花朵
她總可以婀娜走過
彷彿一切與她無關
紅色的眼睛
從土地的深處凝望你
通過散落滿地的
腐葉和枯枝
看進你我的未來
蠟燭垂淚到天明
一滴比一滴凝重
漣漪盪開，連起此去
無盡的天涯路
從今生到來世
你可報答得了
湛藍波濤的深情？
紫色是我們的遺憾
沒法擺脫的
人世的包袱
招貼殘舊的符籤
委棄於野地
可又長出叢叢綠葉
他供奉歷史的怪獸
敗柳和蒲葵砌成
映像的雜草光影
澆上祭祀的白酒
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在無人注意的角落
焦黃枯葉上長出一朵嫣紅
用無人聽見的話語歌唱)135

The translators of the poem, apparently for reasons of rhythm and form, decided to skip the
name of the fire god Zhurong in their English rendition. In order to access the mythical topography
of the liminal zone between life and death — from where the contesting processes of self-realization
and post-mortem transformation secretly consume the real city as much as the imagination of her
inhabitants, the fire god should however not be left as nameless as his secular opponent, money.
Impatient with the anguished state of the mourning survivors of a deceased community member,
as he watches them torn between their horror of destruction and the illusion of eternal happiness
for too long, this modern Zhurong disturbs the libidinal economy of things. His kiss of death first
creates a black flower and then releases the material substance of the ritual, paper (money), from
its subjection to the vacuous human desires in the face of an unknown future. Upon a fleeting
succession of nature images referencing civilizational abuse and human guilt, new green leaves
sprout from the ashes of the burnt paper money that is wastefully offered for the decased’s usage in
the underworld in such rituals. The ritual practice can be associated with wrongful looting from the
planet’s vanishing forests in order to secure material comforts to the postmodern existence of the
deceased even in the afterlife.136 Ecstatically reunited with the water and soil of cosmic recreation,
the burnt paper celebrates its liberation in a rainbow dance. Humans and their civilized city — and
even its ghosts — appear rather dispensable in this act of redemption.
Conclusion
Ghosts are messengers of unfinished business, as Salman Rushdie famously wrote. The
aggravating series of economic crises since the early 1990s have sparked off conflicts that force us to
rethink capitalist globalization: from the modernist belief in universal civilizational progress based
on freedom, security, order, sovereignty, and democracy we have become witnesses of a widening
gap between rich and increasingly dispossessed communities. Undeniably, the environmental
consequences of modernity’s industrial production and consumption call for quick, responsible
action, too. For these reasons, the shift towards ghostlore featuring not only the clamor of wronged
humans but also the grievances of an abused planet increasingly informs art production on the
135 Ibid., my minor adaptation.
136 On the other hand, governments now use this ecological argument to “reduce space for the dead to release
land for the living,” thus causing “secular principles privileging efficient land use to conflict with symbolic
values invested in burial spaces.” Lily Kong, “No Place, New Places: Death and Its Rituals in Urban Asia,”
Urban Studies 49.2 (February 2012): 415. Kong also briefly mentions the clash of environmental values with
ritual practice with respect to paper money offerings, see ibid., 423.
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threshold of the 21st century. Ye Si’s poetry and fiction is an excellent example for probing the
haunted space of the postcolonial metropolis by blending formal aspects of the gothic and zhiguai
with cultural resources drawn from a panoply of linguistic, postmodern, traditional, historical and
conceptual archives, including the recent environmental turn in sinophone literature and film.
In their odd temporal dislocation, his ghosts and spectral images occupy a liminal space, laden
with anxieties in the face of a future prematurely consumed by the present, as well as translocal,
transgenerational trauma, civilisational amnesia and the sedimented historicity of nature. Yet they
decidedly resist the negative lure of melancholy, nostalgia, or any other form of cultural nihilism.
Consequently, Ye Si’s post-gothic aesthetics is characterized by a defiance of spectacular mise-en-scène
and the popcultural cultivation of fear. Instead, the poet opts for cosmopolitical agency in pursuit of
planetary reconciliation. In his poems, visual phenomena of doubling, blurring, defamiliarization,
and reminiscence are staged together with unreadable signs, incomplete stories, animate objects, and
low-key epiphanies. His ghosts are highly meaningful, representative figures of the cultural crisis that
informs contemporary literature, theatre, film and the arts. Yet they are unique in their refusal to
submit readers to horror or panicked inertia. Much rather, they use their own spectral idiom to speak
to open-minded audiences who are ready to be aesthetically coopted in the effort to find new ethical
attitudes towards planet Earth that uncompromisingly recognize the safeguarding of its beauty in the
balance of the rights of humans and nonhumans alike.137 ※

137 I would like to thank Helen Wallimann and two anonymous reviewers, who carefully read my manuscript and
contributed valuable criticism and suggestions for improvement.
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